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Noting the attractions of self-report questionnaires and surveys to those engaged in
educational research, this article discusses some of the problems that can arise from their
injudicious use. It is argued that the potentially misleading nature of ﬁndings from such
approaches is particularly highlighted when mixed methodologies are employed. Illustrations of this point are provided by means of reference to studies in the areas of locus of
control and achievement motivation. The article concludes by calling for greater use of
multi-method approaches in educational psychology/special education, operating at different levels of the ecosystem.

Introduction
Self-report questionnaires and surveys have long been a staple feature of
research in education and educational psychology. Their relative ease of
administration, their capacity for generating large samples, and the opportunities they offer for statistical analysis, often render them highly attractive to
researchers who may be uncertain about the scientiﬁc credibility of qualitative
approaches. In my own work, however, I have noted that the seductiveness of
the survey can result in a tendency to overlook complexities that may only be
revealed when a combination of methodologies is employed. This failing may
result in recommendations to practitioners which, while seemingly “scientiﬁc,”
may be based upon oversimpliﬁcations and misunderstandings, and thus be
erroneous. To illustrate these points, this article will discuss ﬁndings from
studies in two areas that I have researched—locus of control and achievement
motivation.
Examining Locus of Control in Children with Emotional and
Behavioural Difﬁculties
At times, many of us fail to believe that the events that take place in our lives
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are in any way contingent upon our own actions. Contracting HIV, suffering
brain disease as a result of the consumption of infected beef, crashing one’s car,
being mugged, are all experiences that may be variously causally perceived as
ranging from “down to me” to “an act of God”. While it is likely that all of us
ﬂuctuate in our beliefs, it would seem obvious that if individuals were consistently unable to recognise that events in their lives were often contingent upon
their actions, their consequent behaviour would likely be maladaptive and
socially undesirable. For such individuals, the querulous observation, commonly uttered by parents and teachers, that they “… just never seem to learn”
from their mistakes would be rendered more explicable.
The theory of locus of control deals with such cognitions. Originally coined
by Rotter in 1954, the construct was most clearly articulated in his 1966 article
that was subsequently one of the most cited in the psychological and social
science literature of the following two decades (Rotter, 1990) and is still a
staple topic in research in special education (e.g., Miller, Fitch, & Marshall,
2003; Powell & Rosen, 1999; Smith, Dowdy, Polloway, & Blalock, 1997). The
construct grew out of clinical work which left Rotter puzzling as to why some
clients in therapy appeared to learn from new experiences and changed their
behaviour accordingly while others discounted these on the grounds that they
were due to chance or to external factors beyond their control.
From the theoretical basis of social learning theory, Rotter (1966) argued
that:
When a reinforcement is perceived by the subject as following some action of his
own but not being entirely contingent upon his action, then, in our culture, it is
typically perceived as the result of luck, chance, fate, as under the control of
powerful others, or as unpredictable because of the great complexity of the forces
surrounding him. When the event is interpreted in this way by an individual, we
have labelled this a belief in external control. If the person perceives that the event
is contingent upon his own behaviour or his own relatively permanent characteristics, we have termed this a belief in internal control. (p. 1; emphasis as in
original)

Assuming that such beliefs were likely to be normally distributed across a
population, many therapists and special education practitioners could immediately recognise the clinical implications that might follow for youngsters whose
orientation was predominantly external. Thus, a ﬁrst swath of research studies
sought to ascertain whether there was, in actuality, a link to problem behaviour. A variety of investigations indicated that externality was associated with
delinquency (Kendall, Finch, Little, Chirico, & Ollendick, 1978; Lau & Leung,
1992) and emotional and behavioural difﬁculties (Nelson, Finch, Montgomery, & Bristow, 1975; Nunn & Parish, 1992). The link between the
construct and problem behaviour in young people having been established, the
focus of many researchers shifted to consideration of whether, and how, greater
internality could be achieved. The rationale for this appeared obvious:
… the manipulation of children’s locus of control beliefs, in the direction of
internality, seems a laudable therapeutic strategy to assist at least some children
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to improve their learning and behavioural competencies. The discovery that
outcomes are dependent upon their own behaviour, the acceptance of responsibility for their behavioural outcomes, and the belief that behaviour-change can
modify outcomes, should help encourage children to see the need for and indulge
in achievement striving behaviour. (Charlton, 1985, p. 29)

For similar reasons other commentators have argued that children with
behavioural difﬁculties should be routinely screened for their locus of control
beliefs, presumably as this would indicate a focus for intervention. Kumchy
and Sayer (1980) argued that this might identify potential delinquents. Hisama
(1976) suggested that teachers needed to know the locus of control orientations of their students. If they failed to understand the basic concepts and
mechanisms of the construct, “… there is little hope that the child’s achievement motivation will improve” (p. 62). Others saw such screening as helping to
target preventive measures, for example, Martin (1975) suggested that schoolbased programs could be designed to instil an internal locus of control in
preadolescents.
However, while large-scale surveys often indicate that those exhibiting delinquent and disordered behaviour tend to be more external, in actuality, the
mean difference between groups is often small—2 or 3 items on a 40-item scale
such as the Children’s Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External Scale (CNSIE)
(Nowicki & Strickland, 1973). Thus, while there may be statistical signiﬁcance
between “normal” and “special” populations, the clinical signiﬁcance might be
meaningless. What may be more important are the spread of the scores and the
possible existence of a small proportion of individuals with particularly extreme
scores (Elliott, 1996b). In my background reading I discovered that there was
little detailed study of differences within special populations and most recommendations ﬂowed solely from the small differences in mean scores noted
above. In my opinion, many of the recommendations offered to practitioners
by researchers at this time seemed insufﬁciently supported by the extant
literature. I decided, therefore, to explore these issues in greater depth.
My own subsequent investigation of locus of control beliefs of 259
behaviourally disordered children, aged between 9 and 16, employed both
quantitative and qualitative measures. As self-report scales were universally
employed for work concerning locus of control, I utilised the most highly
reputed measure for children, the CNSIE. The CNSIE measures generalised
locus of control beliefs across a range of domains, whereas other scales focus
more narrowly upon speciﬁc areas such as academic or health beliefs. A paper
and pencil instrument consisting of 40 questions to which the children respond
“yes” or “no” the CNSIE has enjoyed phenomenal success. By the middle of
1992, one of the authors (Nowicki, personal communication) had compiled a
database of more than one thousand studies involving its use, and the measure
had been translated into more than two dozen languages (Strickland, 1989).
Data published concerning the scale’s reliability and validity and apparent lack
of social desirability were encouraging and led Gilmor (1978) to conclude that
this measure was the most attractive of those available. An examination of the
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literature suggests that, a quarter of a century later, the CNSIE is still the most
commonly employed generalised measure of children’s locus of control (cf.,
Mamlin, Harris, & Case, 2001).
In my opinion, one of the great weaknesses of the methods employed by
many academic educational psychologists is that their investigations are often
undertaken at some psychological (sometimes physical) distance from child
informants. Opportunities to examine, in detail, the sense youngsters make of
the measures put before them are neglected. Thus, questionnaires are placed
before large numbers of children, often by research assistants, completed
somewhat anonymously and handed in, the principal investigator eventually
receiving a mound of data that can immediately be put to the mercies of SPSS.
A cursory examination of the CNSIE scale suggested to me that many
children might struggle to make meaningful sense of some of the items. While
it was relatively easy to substitute Anglicised English for some of the American
terms, it appeared that the complexity of the sentence structures might defeat
children, a sizeable proportion of whom experienced learning difﬁculties. For
this reason, I decided to read the questions aloud to each child individually to
ensure their understanding. Interestingly, questions about the use of the
CNSIE with those with learning disabilities have recently been raised (Mamlin
et al., 2001) although their expressed concerns relate to poor sampling,
inappropriate norms and standardisation, rather than inherent semantic, syntactic, and conceptual ﬂaws in the measure itself.
In face-to-face administration, the CNSIE soon revealed its weaknesses. Not
only were some questions overly long and complex (e.g., “Do you feel that if
things start out well in the morning that it’s going to be a good day no matter
what you do?”), others had constructions that left the child conveying the
opposite response to that which he or she intended. For example, the
“external” response to the question, “Do you feel that when someone doesn’t
like you, there’s little you can do about it?” would be afﬁrmative. However,
many children who shared this view shook their heads saying, “No, there’s
nothing I can do about it” thus providing a negative response antithetical to
their true intention. In a conventional administration, where such confusions
would not be spotted, many children would be likely to answer several
questions from the scale in such ways.
It was similarly surprising that this universally admired tool employed such
complex, and potentially misleading, constructions, with the frequent use of
negative terms proving particularly unhelpful. Wason and Johnson-Laird
(1972), in a consideration of methodological artefacts in personality questionnaires, have argued that particularly confusing features of negative items occur
in circumstances where negation refers only to a word group or a single word
rather than to a whole sentence. Also confusing are situations where certain
words are negatively evaluated and therefore psychologically equivalent to
negatives. When psychological negatives are added to a syntactic negation they
have an effect comparable to a double negative sentence (Sherman, 1976).
Both difﬁculties became evident in my use of the CNSIE, coming together, for
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example, in the question “Do you feel that one of the best ways to handle most
problems is just not to think about them?” Here, one ﬁnds a negative form that
refers only to the ﬁnal part of the sentence, together with a psychological
negative (problems) coming shortly beforehand. The effect of these is to
increase signiﬁcantly the processing demands upon the child.
By talking children through each item, such difﬁculties could be largely
recognised and overcome, yet I was puzzled that despite the hundreds of
studies I had scrutinised using this and similar scales, no reference to such
problems had been commented upon by any other author. Of course, if one’s
methodology largely involves distributing forms and collecting responses, one
is left to validate such measures purely by statistical means. Certainly, I was left
with grave misgivings about the validity of such a measure with this population
should the traditional means of survey data-gathering be employed.
A further difﬁculty concerned the operationalisation of the locus of control
construct in the CNSIE. Locus of control has been differentially (and often
incorrectly) understood by many researchers and practitioners leading to
confusion with other constructs under the umbrella of “personal control” such
as personal competence, personal causation, control over others, self-control,
self-efﬁcacy, and causal attribution (see Elliott, 1997, for a detailed discussion). Thus the CNSIE question, “Are most other kids your age stronger
than you?” appears more related to personal competence. “Do you feel that it’s
easy to get friends to do what you want them to?” relates to control over others,
while “Do you believe that your parents should allow you to make most of your
own decisions?” seems to concern desires relating to personal causation. While
potentially correlated with locus of control items, none of these seems to assess
the construct itself. Whether the question, “Have you ever had a good luck
charm?” actually taps current cognitions, rather than merely reﬂecting an
accident of one’s past is, in my opinion, highly questionable.
While not the primary focus of this article, the ﬁndings from the quantitative
aspect of the study, in which little relationship was found between extremes of
conduct disordered or neurotic behaviour and locus of control within a
behaviourally disordered population, are reported in Elliott (1996a).
Given that it had been repeatedly proposed in the literature that there were
important clinical considerations resulting from internality-externality (Charlton, 1985; Foon, 1987; Hisama, 1976), I also sought to examine locus of
control through the use of interviews with a subset of 41 children, in which I
presented a series of hypothetical vignettes that mapped both onto CNSIE
items and to areas of potential challenge and difﬁculty in their lives. Issues
explored involved conﬂicts with family, friends, and authority ﬁgures such as
police ofﬁcers and teachers (those relating to the police were the only
signiﬁcant departure from the content of the CNSIE). It was hoped that, for
many of the children, the scenarios would closely resemble past experiences
and thus open up for wider discussion, these and related issues.
Analysis of the interview transcripts indicated the difﬁculty of making a
judgement about the children’s locus of control beliefs. Perusal of a particular
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transcript would often indicate one idea or perspective that was countered by
a subsequent remark suggesting quite the opposite. Another difﬁculty was
conceptual. Clear-cut examples of externality such as that of Andrew: “Every
time I do something wrong … I always get wrong [get told off], and every time
I do something good I get wrong” were exceedingly rare and I struggled to
isolate the construct from others relating to issues of power and control.
What appeared fascinating to me was that prior to the investigation I had
conducted a detailed study of the literature, outlined the differing theoretical
positions of writers in the ﬁeld, and subsequently articulated a considered
statement as to my own understanding of Rotter’s deﬁnition and use of locus
of control. At the outset of the empirical work, conceptual issues appeared to
be no longer problematic. I had sought to identify the misunderstandings and
confusions in the literature and highlight items in locus of control scales that
appeared to be measuring other constructs such as self-efﬁcacy or personal
causation. It was only when I began to engage in face-to-face discussions with
the young people that the methodological and conceptual complexities were
perceived. The fundamental difﬁculty did not appear to lie in understanding
Rotter’s deﬁnition but, rather, in knowing what observations could be accepted
for the formulation of judgements. This dilemma is echoed by Blumer’s (1955)
critique of attitude measurement, a position still valid almost 50 years later:
… the current conception of attitude … does not tell us … what data to include
as part of an attitude and what to reject as not belonging to an attitude. Not
knowing what enters into an attitude, we obviously lack guidance in selecting the
kinds of data needed to identify or to delimit the attitude. Instead, we have to
proceed arbitrarily, either relying on our personal impressions of what to include
or else falling back on some technical device, such as a measurement scale.
(p. 59)

That so few of the voluminous number of locus of control studies made
reference to conceptual difﬁculties appeared to me to be largely a consequence
of the isolated employment of self-report measures.
Although I had experienced difﬁculty in making judgements about the
children’s responses, it was conceivable that others, more distant from the
study, might obtain a clearer perception. To examine this possibility I provided
full verbatim transcripts of the interviews of 12 children, who had scored at the
more extreme points of the internal/external continuum on the CNSIE, to a
number of highly experienced educational psychologists and special education
teachers. Thus, on the basis of the interviews, each judge was asked to rate the
locus of control of six children who previously ranked highly internal, and a
further six ranked highly external, on the CNSIE. Prior to this exercise, each
was provided with a detailed deﬁnition of the construct and attempts were
made to ensure that theoretical understandings did not invalidate the rating
process. Raters were then asked to rank each child from 1 (highly internal) to
5 (highly external). Full details of this aspect of the study are described in
Elliott (1996b).
The results served to reinforce my earlier perceptions about the difﬁculty of
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making judgements. Not only were the aggregated ratings of the highly internal
and external groups almost the same, inter-rater agreement was relatively low.
In 33% of the cases there was a 3-point gap between at least two of the four
ratings of individual children and in a further 50% of cases, there was a gap of
two points. Given that the maximum range was four points, such discrepancies
were striking. The ﬁndings led to the conclusion that (a) there was little
relationship between scores on the CNSIE and responses to the vignettes, and
(b) the children’s locus of control, as measured by the interviews, was rated
very differently by assessors with extensive experience of educational and
clinical work with children with emotional and behavioural difﬁculties
All research methods have strengths and weaknesses and are “… in varying
degrees, messy and unsatisfactory because life is messy and unsatisfactory”
(Cofﬁeld, Robinson, & Sarsby, 1980, p. 16). Nevertheless, the particular
strengths of the questionnaire; its speed of administration, the opportunity to
establish its psychometric properties, the relative ease of standardising its
administration and scoring, the potential for large sample sizes, and its suitability for the application of inferential statistics, have resulted in its almost
domination of work in locus of control. However, while the quantitative
paradigm allows the researcher signiﬁcant control over the data, “… its very
strength—that of simpliﬁcation—is also its Achilles’ heel!” (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992, p. 99).
In my opinion, the reason why the complexity of this construct had not been
raised to any signiﬁcant extent in the literature was because the ubiquitous use
of highly simplistic quantitative measures masked the underlying conceptual
and measurement difﬁculties. Although ﬂaws in the CNSIE had been quickly
picked up when I talked the children through the items, these difﬁculties
subsequently seemed less salient as increasingly complex statistical operations
were performed on the data. As I examined the resultant dendograms (derived
from cluster analysis) and multidimensional scaling representations (see Elliott,
1996a) it became easier to discount the nagging concerns in the back of my
mind about what exactly these data represented. It was the interviews, however, that threw into relief the very real difﬁculties that existed and which,
before their administration, I thought I had managed to resolve.
I also puzzled about how clinicians might best proceed should they wish to
explore children’s locus of control. If one accepts that interview responses may
not reﬂect scores on a self-report scale, which source of data would be
preferable? The scale offers reliability, apparent objectivity, a standardised
administration procedure; the interview provides richness yet lacks the scientiﬁc credibility that many psychologists crave. While the easy answer is to
seek situations where the two are mutually conﬁrmatory, it should be noted
that this proved exceedingly rare in my study.
Locus of control is a highly attractive construct which, as Rotter (1990)
points out, taps into issues of fate and causality that have fascinated humankind
since pre-recorded history. Grafting a scientiﬁc framework, with all its attractions for psychologists, upon an essentially existential issue with universal
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appeal is likely to result in an attractive and potent formulation. Unfortunately,
the search for scientiﬁc rigour can lead to oversimpliﬁcation and trivialisation.
The difﬁculty for academic psychologists is that traditional methods and
paradigms, particularly those that are most easily reconciled with the desire for
scientiﬁc status, are often unhelpful in assisting us make sense of the complexity of everyday life. Allied to this is the fact that publication in the most
prestigious educational psychology journals rarely seems to be determined by
practitioner applicability. It is interesting that my most “prestigious” publication based on this work (Elliott, 1996a), centred almost wholly upon the
quantitative elements of the study. The danger is that one crosses the Rubicon,
from nomothetic research to recommendation for clinical practice, too quickly
and with insufﬁcient caution. As I pondered such dilemmas, the folly of many
researchers in readily advocating to practitioners the use of locus of control
scales, such as the CNSIE, to help young people with complex emotional and
behavioural difﬁculties became clear. That problems associated with the measures’ conceptualisation and employment went largely unrecognised, ignored,
or discounted compounded their error.
This study helped to stimulate a belief that multi-method approaches should
be the default position for research in educational psychology. Certainly, in
their research, educational psychologists should eschew approaches that fail to
incorporate meaningful ways of interacting with young people, for the bare
bones of statistical evidence are made far more comprehensible by the ﬂesh of
qualitative accounts of daily life (Cofﬁeld et al., 1980). In a similar vein, Hess
and Handel (1974) argue:
Case analysis … translates abstractions into the concrete components of actual
life. The social scientist loses touch with his subject matter if he conﬁnes his work
to disembodied responses and acts grouped into categories. Learning in social
science must have a sensory base; tables of data must have some connection with
people who can be seen or heard in action. (p. xi)

Similarly, Phares and Lamiell (1977) lament the lack of sustained contact
between many psychology researchers and their research participants:
… Somehow we have to get back to research that involves something other than
ﬂeeting contacts with subjects, deductions from super-ANOVA tables to the
exclusion of experience with people, and the unrealities of the laboratory that
may engage hierarchies of needs and cognitions wholly different from what we
are trying to capture. (p. 115)

Despite the fact that the above statements were articulated approximately a
quarter of a century ago there still seems to be some distance to travel. In
researching this present article, and revisiting the locus of control literature, I
located a recent article comparing regular high and middle school students
with youngsters with behaviour disorders in alternative education programmes
(Miller et al., 2003). Having found a statistically signiﬁcant mean difference
between the two groups on the CNSIE, the authors concluded that,
… locus of control is an important factor when working with at-risk stu-
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dents … Counsellors and teachers who work in alternative education settings can
help students by focusing on the consequences of speciﬁc actions and by
exploring new options of responding. (p. 550)

The comment noted earlier in this article about an over-reliance upon
statistical signiﬁcance is particularly apposite for this study. What needed to be
highlighted rather more readily was that the difference in the mean scores of
the two groups was 1.24, on a scale comprising 40 items (means of 14.06 and
15.30 are reported). Thus, although statistically signiﬁcant, in clinical terms
the overall difference was insigniﬁcant. The suggestion that clinical programs
might be introduced on such a basis, particularly given the concerns noted
earlier about several of the items, is, to say the least, highly questionable.

Cross-Cultural Studies of Children’s Achievement Motivation
The value of utilising a mixture of methodologies in combination for educational research was also highlighted in a series of cross-cultural studies that my
colleagues and I undertook examining achievement motivation in three countries, namely England, the US, and Russia. Our work was guided by work in
the motivation literature concerning attributions for success and failure. According to this literature, if, when reﬂecting upon academic outcomes, students
believe that their performance was determined largely on the basis of effort,
they might work harder when their results are poor. If they attribute their
performance to notions of ﬁxed ability, they might be prone to give up more
easily when difﬁculties are encountered.
Our large-scale surveys of more than six thousand 9- to 10-year-olds and 14to 15-year-olds (Elliott, Hufton, Hildreth, & Illushin, 1999; Elliott, Hufton,
Illushin, & Lauchlan, 2001) indicated that, in comparison with Russian children, Anglo-American youngsters were far more likely to attribute academic
success to effort than to ability. Furthermore, unlike the Russian sample, a high
proportion thought they were working as hard as they could and were less likely
to believe that there was room for improvement. Given that earlier studies
(Stevenson, Lee, & Stigler, 1986; Stevenson & Stigler, 1992) had suggested
that children in the US believed strongly in notions of ﬁxed ability, we had not
anticipated such a response to our own investigations.
Recognising that surveys often do not provide a full picture, we proceeded to
undertake detailed interviews with one hundred and forty-four 14- and 15year-olds in a subset of the same schools (Hufton, Elliott, & Ilushin, 2002a).
Our thinking was that the opportunities to probe more deeply would permit
examination of the extent to which such views were strongly held. Children’s
answers to speciﬁc issues were built upon by asking supplementary questions
that might reveal the inﬂuence of what might be deemed to be socially desirable
responses. In addition, informants were asked for illustrative examples from
their day-to-day lives. Interestingly, in all three settings the majority of students
interviewed placed greater emphasis upon effort than ability as underpinning
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school achievement. However, the Russian children were also more likely to
add that, in some subjects, talent as well as high effort rates was necessary to
achieve the highest grades. As one informant, asked to compare ability and
effort, stated:
I think that to work hard is more important. I know some people—when they
were 11, they were considered to be very clever, but at the end of Year 9 they
had all threes in their certiﬁcates. But, of course, if there is no brain—just
working hard can’t get you excellent results. Though I think one will be able to
get all ‘4s’ [on a 5 point scale] still. (cited in Hufton et al., 2002a, p. 274)

Although ﬁndings from the interviews conﬁrmed the survey results, further
questioning and observation of classroom practices suggested that the particularly strong US emphasis upon effort often did not translate into actual
behaviour. While many children talked enthusiastically about the virtues of
hard work, in reality, their levels of engagement, at home and in class, tended
to be far lower than that of the Russian children. We came to realise that while
the survey responses were accurate mirrors of the US children’s perceptions,
these did not reveal the full picture of life in classrooms. Yes, many of our US
informants truly believed that they were working hard, yet these beliefs were set
within norms that hardly applied to the Russian children whose history,
traditions, educational practices, and personal expectations all emphasised a
wholly different level of commitment to, and understanding of, academic
engagement and scholarship.
A similar puzzle presented itself when we sought to examine children’s
self-perceptions. In line with other studies highlighting the rosy self-perceptions
of US and English children (Keys, Harris, & Fernandes, 1997) our surveys
showed that the Anglo-American children tended to hold far more positive
views of their abilities, performance, and work-rate than did the Russians
(Elliott et al., 1999; Elliott, Hufton, Illushin, & Lauchlan, 2001). Their parents
demonstrated similar differences of perception (Elliott, Hufton, Illushin, &
Willis, 2001). When the students were asked to indicate what they believed
their teachers thought of them, a close parallel emerged in each country
between self-perceptions and beliefs about teacher perceptions. Seeking to
examine the accuracy of the children’s views of their teachers, our study
(Elliott, Hufton, Illushin, & Lauchlan, 2001) also obtained teacher rankings of
the children. Thus we generated data about what children believed their
teachers thought of them and what the teachers themselves actually thought.
Interestingly, we found that the Anglo-American students overestimated their
teachers’ ratings, whereas the Russian children underestimated how they were
perceived.
In reconciling these differing trends, we considered it necessary to interview
teachers at length about their own beliefs and practices. It seemed plausible
that the Western emphasis upon self-esteem and a consequent overuse of
praise might lead students in England and the US to receive positive messages
from teachers that were not true reﬂections of the latters’ perceptions (Elliott,
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2002). However, when interviewing the teachers, a similar picture pertained in
each country. For example, the Russian teachers spoke as enthusiastically as
the others of the importance and power of praise (Hufton, Elliott, & Illushin,
2003). Here, examination of the context proved valuable. Observing teachers
in the three countries, it became clear that what was considered to be
praise differed signiﬁcantly. While many English and US teachers were almost
gushing in their fulsomeness, the use of praise by Russian teachers was sparing
and understated (cf., Alexander, 2000, for discussion of primary school contexts).
In understanding pedagogic and curricular inﬂuences upon differential selfperceptions, we have beneﬁted from the work of Stigler and his colleagues
(Kawanaka, Stigler, & Hiebert, 1999) who have utilised videotaped recordings
of classroom practices in different countries. Their work suggests that high US
self-perceptions may be, in part, the result of an undemanding curriculum.
This suggestion is supported by ﬁndings from the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Keys et al., 1997) that pointed out that
while, within any given country, there is generally a positive correlation
between academic self-perceptions and performance, between countries the
correlation is negative (Shen & Pedulla, 2000). Such ﬁndings have important
implications for classroom practice. Of course, it is widely recognised that
children with low levels of self-esteem and self-efﬁcacy need to be helped to
gain a more positive sense of self. However, we must be careful that in
endeavouring to do this, our overall classroom expectations and understandings are not depressed. If a national preoccupation with self-esteem leads
to non-contingent afﬁrmation in the form of unwarranted teacher and
parental praise, standards may become unrealistically low. In such a
context, undemanding curricula and expectations are likely to contribute to a
local and national sense of well being, at odds with international comparative
data.
In the above section, I have highlighted two elements of our cross-cultural
work in achievement motivation—self-perceptions and ability-effort attributions—in order to demonstrate the greater insight that emerges when multiple
methods are used in combination. By themselves, the surveys informed us of
important similarities and differences in reported attitudes, values, and behaviours of our English, US, and Russian samples. However, it was only when
detailed interviews with children and teachers, and observation of actual
practices, were added, that we began to recognise more complex and beguiling
realities. Our understandings of the beliefs and attitudes of children and
signiﬁcant others, garnered through interviews and surveys, and informed by
study of sociocultural and sociohistorical factors in each context, helped us to
make sense of what we observed in classrooms. In turn, our observations of
classroom life helped us to perceive complexities and paradoxes in our informants’ responses and appreciate that seeming similarities in informant reports
across cultures could mask very different practices (Hufton, Elliott, & Illushin,
2002b).
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Conclusion
It is, perhaps, no accident that the great majority of my postgraduate students,
all practising teachers, opt for surveys and questionnaires when undertaking
their Master’s degree dissertations. While such approaches are academically
respectable and can offer some valuable insights, my concern is that, by
themselves, they may be inappropriate for studying complex issues such as how
and why children learn or fail to learn. At best, they may provide incomplete
understandings that fail to do justice to the subtleties involved; at worst, they
may lead to practitioner action that is misconceived and misdirected.
In a recent article (Elliott & Hufton, 2003), we have drawn upon Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) approach to the study of human development to argue the
value of multiple methods operating at differing levels of the ecosystem.
According to his thesis, if we really want to understand the nature of learning
it is insufﬁcient merely to study classrooms in isolation. What takes place in
school is conditioned by factors at home, in the playground, the workplace, and
the shopping mall. Approaches to teaching and learning are culturally embedded within broader socialisation practices (Miller & Goodnow, 1995) that
reﬂect broader beliefs such as the nature of authority, and the emphasis that
should be placed upon individualism and self-determination. These will also
have an important sociohistorical component that can be overlaid, even transformed, by the effects of economic and social upheaval (for discussion of these
issues in relation to education in Russia, see Elliott & Hufton, 2003; Hufton &
Elliott, 2000).
Our latest ongoing cross-cultural study of achievement motivation examines
inﬂuences and practices at school, at home, in the local community, and
nationally. Its methods include the use of surveys; individual interviews repeated over time; videos of classrooms; focus groups; diaries in which students
record their actions, thoughts, and feelings as watches bleep at random (the
Experience Sampling Method of Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987); and
school case studies. Such investigations, however, are often time-consuming,
messy, expensive, and difﬁcult to establish—particularly when working crossculturally. Furthermore, they result in studies that may appear to lack the
precision, objectivity, and rigour of traditional research approaches in educational psychology. As a result, articles reporting ﬁndings from such work may
ﬁnd it harder to gain acceptance for publication in those journals that carry the
greatest prestige within the academic community. In a country such as England, where researchers’ output is measured, almost in actuarial fashion, as a
means of determining government funding, there may be pressures to utilise
methodologies that offer the greatest returns in terms of publication. However,
this, in itself, should not provide justiﬁcation for researchers to dispense with
complexity, for, like life itself, education is also a messy and complex business
that is not easily studied or understood. Our business, as education researchers,
is ultimately to shed light upon the complexities of educational practice and
understanding in order that learning may be enhanced. In designing our
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investigations, therefore, we would be wise to remember the words of the social
commentator who stated: “For every complex problem, there is always a
simple solution, but it is invariably wrong.”
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Taking the Next Step: Mixed Methods
Research in Organizational Systems
Tonette S. Rocco
Linda A. Bliss
Suzanne Gallagher
A i x a P é r e zz- P r a d o
Mixed methods research combines theoretical and/or technical aspects of quantitative and
qualitative researchthin
wi a particular study. This paper traces the historical development of
mixed methods research, and delineates current
-positivist
post and constructivist paradigmatic
perspectives. We describe the two major positions of mixed method advocates:
ic and
the dialect
the pragmatic. We identify five purposes for mixing methods and eight types of mixed method
studies. Grounded in mixed method inquiry literature, the authors examine the benefits and
tenets of mixed method
s research, analyze how it is currentlyg bein
reported in three studies
published in theInformationTechnology,Learning, & PerformanceJournal, and offer
specific recommendations for clarifying written descriptions of methods used to collect and
interpret data. We draw positive implicationsefor
organizational
th
systems field for clearly
writing about mixed research methods in publications.
Few examples exist in the fields of human resource and Fiske (1959) suggested mixing methods to
accurately measure a psychologi
cal trait. Their call
development, distance education, and foreign
for multiple methods “to ensure that the variance
language education, of intentionally using the
was reflected in the trait and not in the method”
inquiry literature on mixing qualitative and
(Creswell, 1994, p. 174) later expanded into what
quantitative methods in one research project.
Standard texts, such as the widely used Gay and Denzin (1978) dubbed “triangulation.”
Qualitative researchers, initially led bynzin
De
Airasian (2000), barely include any reference to the
use of both qualitative and quantitative methods in (1978; 1989) and Jick (1979) and later by others
such as Patton (1990), continued the conceptual
the same study. Creswel
l (1994), however,
dedicates a chapter to combined qualitative and
quantitative designs. Whether a researcher has read Tonette S. Rocco is Assistant Professor, Adult
Education and Human Resource Development,
about mixed method
s research or is aware that the
literature exists, any researcher who has collected Florida International University, Miami, Florida.
data that includes closed
-ended items with
Linda A. Bliss is Adjunct Instructor, Educational and
numerical responses as well as -ended
open items on
Psychological Stud
ies, Florida International
the same survey (Tashakkori, Aghanjanian, &
University, Miami, Florida.
Mehryar, 1996) has conducted mixed methods
research.
Suzanne Gallagher is Doctoral Candidate, Adult
Mixed methods research is characterized as
Education and Human Resource Management,
research that contains elements of both qualitative Florida International University, Miami, Florida.
and quantitative approaches (Brewer & Hunter,
Aixa Pérez
-Prado is Assistant Professor, TESOL and
1989; Howe, 1988; Miles & Huberman, 1984;
Foreign La
nguage Education, Florida International
Patton, 1990; Reichardt & Cook, 1979). More than
University, Miami, Florida.
40 years ago, quantitative researchers Campbell
Information Technology, Lear ning, and Performance Journal, Vol. 21, No. 1, Spring 2003
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in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
(Tashakkori &
development of triangulation. Denzin (1989)
Teddlie, 2003).
advised, “By combining multiple observers,
There are many ways to mix methods and many
theories, methods, and data sources, [researchers]
levels of mixing both qualitative and quantitative
can hope to over
come the intrinsic bias that comes
elements in research projects. The purpose of this
from single
-methods, single
-observer, and single
article is to describe mixed methods, to provide a
theory studies” (p. 307). Triangulation evolved to
include using multiple data collection and analysis primer on how and when to use mixed methods, to
methods, multiple data sources, multiple analysts, provide an analysis of the articles found in the
Information Technology, Learning, and Performance
and multiple theor
ies or perspectives (Patton,
Journal that used mixed methods, and to discuss
2002). Patton (2002) clarified the notion that the
implications for the field. We will address the
purpose of triangulation is to test for consistency
following important questions: What are the
rather than to achieve the same result using
characteristics of mixed method research? What are
different data sources or inquiry approaches.
the benefits of a mixed methods research project?
Inconsistencies are seen as an
portunity
op
for
developing further insight into relationships between
the methods chosen and the phenomenon studied, D e s c r i b i n g M i x e d M e th
th o d s
thus allowing researchers and the readers of their
reports, alike, to improve their understanding of
A description of mixed methods should begin with a
that phenomenon.
discussion of paradigms. This discussion should
According to Patton 002),
(2
some researchers
include a definition of the components of a
believe qualitative research has gained acceptance, paradigm as well as the perspectives.
1
and therefore, the paradigm wars are over.
In this
view, instead of fighting over the superiority of
Defining Paradigm Components
quantitative versus qualitative approaches to
research, the challenge is to ch
mat
research method
A paradigm may be best defined as orldview.”
a “w
and paradigm to the purposes, questions, and issues As such it is a “basic set of beliefs or assumptions
that guide” a researcher’s inquiry (Creswell, 1998,
raised. Researchers are using aspects of both
quantitative and qualitative methods in their studies p. 74). Every researcher brings to his or her
because they “need to know and use a variety of
research a “set of interlocking philosophical
methods to be responsive to the nuanc
es of
assumptions and stances” (Greene & Caracelli,
particular empirical questions and the idiosyncrasies 1997, p. 6). These include the researcher’s
ontologicalbeliefs, those about the nature of reality.
of specific stakeholder needs” (Patton, 2002, p.
585). As an example of the latter, organizational
The nature of reality is explored through a
policy makers and people who are the subjects in a researcher’s answers to problems such as what is
research study differ widely in what they want
to
the nature of the world, including social
learn from a project. For reasons such as these,
phenomena; if realitys iorderly and lawful; the
using a combination of methods to study a social existence of a natural social order; if reality is fixed
phenomenon came to be accepted as a beneficial and stable or constantly changing, and whether it is
research practice during the 1980s. Researchers unitary or multiple; and if reality can be
“constructed by the individuals involved in the
have increasingly accepted the underlying
assumption thatiases
b
are inherent in any one
research situation” (Creswell
, 1998, p. 76).
Connected to a researcher’s beliefs about what
particular method of data collection or analysis.
Therefore, researchers are turning to mixed
is real are those
epistemological
beliefs concerning
methods to conduct stronger research. In
what it is possible for one to know. To paraphrase
recognition of the increasingly widespread use of the Watergate question once asked of a president,
mixed methods in the social and behaviora
l
“What can we know, and how can we know
it?”
What is the relationship of the researcher to that
sciences, noted methodology publisher Sage
recently published
The Handbook of Mixed Methods being researched? What does it mean for a
researcher to claim objectivity? Should researchers
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deliberately try to minimize the distance between legitimate truth or knowledge claims that they
should not be mixed within a single study.
themselves and those they study?
Researchers whose worldviews reject
these
A paradigm also includ
es axiologicalbeliefs
often find it advantageous
including those concerning ethics. Researchers ask purist claims as extreme
to mix methods. Two positions
developed among
what it means to “Do the (ethically) right thing.”
They examine the relationship between their values mixed methods advocates: the pragmatist and the
dialectical (Rocco, et al., 2003). Greene and
and social research. They question the role of
Caracelli (1997) consider these
positionsrather than
values in research.
more philosophically complex
paradigms
. It should
Researche
rs’ beliefs about reality, knowledge,
diff
and values “guide and frame” (Greene & Caracelli, be noted that the two positions haveerent
rationales for conducting mixed method
s research.
1997, p. 6) their beliefs about
research methods
. Do
Each position or perspective
, however,has
they turn to quantitative or qualitative methods of
data collection or data analysis exclusively? Do they something to offer researchers seeking ways to
only askquestions that can be answered in one way, strengthen their own research.
The pragmatistposition (e.g., Patton, 1988;
or do they ask questions best investigated using
Reichardt & Cook, 1979; Reichardt
& Rallis, 1994;
multiple methods? When and why does it make
Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) calls for using
sense to mix methods?
“whatever philosophical and/or methodological
approach works for the particular research problem
Paradigm Perspectives
under study” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 5).
There are purists whose answers to the questions Research design and implementation decisions are
above always lead themseparate
to
qualitative and
made according to which methods best meet the
practical demands of a particular inquiry (Patton,
quantitative approaches to research. One purist
perspective is articulated by the positivists (and
1988). Discussions among pragmatic mixed
post-positivists). For them, reality may be, at least to methods researchers generally concern the “best
some degree, objectively known
, and some degree
use” techniques and procedures for specific
of causal linkage
may be el gitimately claimed. This
research problems. The earcher
res
holds no
a priori
is possible only when they strive to keep their values commitment to using mixed methods; all are
out of their research and when they employ
compatible and potentially useful. Mixing may occur
primarily deductive logic and quantitative methods in a particular study if the researcher decides it will
help make the data collection and analysis more
of research. The second purist perspective is
associated with the constructivists
or interpretivists.
accurate or the inferences more
useful.
In contrast, thedialecticalposition (Greene &
They believe reality to be socially constructed and
only knowable from multiple and subjective points Caracelli, 1997; Kidder & Fine, 1987; Maxwell &
Loomis, 2003) calls for explicitly seeking a
of view. The knower and the known are seen as
inseparable. Inductive logic and qualitative methods synergistic benefit from integrating both the- post
are generally employed with thealgo
of
positivist and constructivist paradigms. The
understanding a particular phenomenon within its underlying assumption is that research is stronger
social context. Not surprisingly, from this
when it mixes research paradigms
, because a fuller
perspective, inquiry is considered to be inevitably understanding of human phenomena is gained.
Dialectical researchers believe it is more ethical to
value laden.
Researchers make knowledge or truth claims mix methods “in order to represent a plurality of
es, and perspectives” (Greene &
when they report what they have discovered as a interests, voic
result of their research, and when they report what Caracelli, 1997, p.14). Discussions among
their findings mean. While they disagree on which dialectical mixed methods researchers generally
paradigm is more accurate, the one belief purists concern the benefits of remaining cognizant of what
from both paradigms hold in common is that the two is to be gained through explicitly drawing on the two
paradigms’ different underst
andings of reality,
paradigms embody such fundamentally different
understandings of the world and what constitutes
knowledge, and the place of values in research.
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There is a philosophically grounded
a priori
commitment to using mixed methods to reach the
same utility and accuracy goals held by the
pragmatists, but through complementarity rather
thancompatibility. Using the example above, a
researcher operating from this standpoint or
position might deliberately seek
bothinformation
about an objective, universal reality by
quantitatively analyzing Likert scale data in a
survey, and information about
multiple, subjective
realities by conducting a constant comparative
analysis of open ended questions on the survey.

A Primer on Mixed Methods

•

•

This section begins with commonly asked questions
about mixed methods and the corresponding
answers. Following
this is a discussion of five
purposes for mixing methods (Greene & Caracelli,
1997) and mixed method types (Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998).

such as a scaled questionnaire and a structured
interview, and those that are farther apart such
as an achievement test and an -ended
open
interview.
Does the type of data dictate the
ypet of
analysis? No. Qualitative data may be
“quantified” (Miles & Huberman, 1994)
converting it to numbers for quantitative
analysis. Likewise, quantitative data may be
qualitatively analyzed (Tashakkori & Teddlie,
1998). For instance, a profile of a grou
p and/or
individuals may be developed based on
quantitative data.
What is one benefit of mixing? Mixing makes
room for both the exploratory inductive process
that begins with empirical evidence of the
particular and proceeds to a level of
abstracting/theor
izing/generalizing and the
confirmatory deductive process of hypothesis
testing of theories.

Five Purposes for Mixing Methods
Mixed Methods in a Research
Project —Q & A
•

•

•

•

•

When? Mixing may occur at any point or at
multiple points within a researc
h project, from
the purpose statement and statement of the
research question
, to the data collection and
management
, to data analysis
, to drawing
inferences from the interpretation of the
findings.
In what order? Mixing may be done
sequentially/interactiv
ely, using information
gained from one to make decisions about the
other or in simultaneous/parallel portions
brought together only in the final analysis of the
research project.
At what level? Data collection and analysis can
be mixed between and within
levels. Levels
may include the individual, group, organization,
and society.
In what proportions? Quantitative or qualitative
components may be used equally, or one may
be more dominant.
To what degree are the tools/techniques
different? There are quantit
ative and qualitative
data gathering tools/techniques that are similar,

In their review of 57 mixed methods studies,
Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) identified
and gave examples of evaluationjects
pro that
demonstrated five purposes for adopting mixed
methods design strategies; triangulation,
complementarity, development, initiation, and
expansion. To increase a study’s validity,
triangulationrefers to the classic convergence or
corroboration con
cerning the same phenomenon
discussed earlier in this article. For example,
triangulation is illustrated by using a qualitative
interview and a quantitative questionnaire to assess
program participants’ perceptions. To increase a
study’s validity and inter
pretability,complementarity
measures “overlapping, but also different facets of a
phenomenon” (p. 258). An example of
complementarity is the use of a qualitative interview
to measure the nature and level of program
participants’ perceptions, “as wellinfluences
as
on
these [perceptions], combined with a quantitative
questionnaire to measure the nature, level, and
perceived ranking within peer group
of participants’
[perceptions]” [emphases in the original] (p. 258).
To increase a study’s validity,
developm
entuses the
“results from one method to help develop or inform
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the other method” (p. 259). For example, a
quantitative survey of program participants’ Table 1: Summary of Mixed Methods Types
vocational needs could be used to identify a I.
Confirmatory Investigation II.
Confirmatory Investigation
purposive sample for more
-depth
in
interviews
Qualitative Data
Qualitative Data
Statistical Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
about those
needs. To add depth and breadth
III. Exploratory Investigation IV. Exploratory Investigation
to inquiry results and interpretations,
Quantitative Data
Qualitative Data
initiation uses the intentional analysis of
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis
inconsistent qualitative and quantitative
V.
Confirmatory Investigation VI. Exploratory Investigation
findings. This search for “fresh insights” (p.
Quantitative Data
Quantitative Data
Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
260) is more likely to emerge than be planned
into the research design. To widen the scope
qualitative and quantitative orientat
ions within as
of inquiry,expansion
calls for including multiple
components to “extend the breadth and range of the well as between the stages of a research project.
Type VII is the parallel mixed model study. In it,
study” (p. 259). An example is using qualitative
mixing takes place simultaneously within at least
methods to assess program processes and
one of the three stages. There may be both
quantitative methods to
ssess
a
program outcomes.
Type
Research design options become wider as design exploratory and confirmatory aspects to a VII
study. Both qualitative and quantitative data may be
purposes move from triangulation to expansion.
collected or quantitative and qualitative analyses
may be conducted and inferences drawn. Type VIII
Types of Mixed Method Studies
is the sequential mixed model study. It is the most
large scale and complex of all the types becaus
e it
Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) developed a
pragmatic framework for understanding why to use has multiple phases. Each phase is part of the
overall study and has one iteration of all three
mixed methods.
They point out that a research
project has three stages. The first stage concerns thestages. The mixing takes place between the phases.
type of project. Projects can be exploratory (without If one phase is primarily quantitative, another must
be primarily qualitative. Each phase is designed to
a priori hypotheses) and/or confirmatory (with a
priori hypotheses). The second stage concerns the explore or confirm the questions raised in the
previous phase.
type of data coll
ection and operations. Research
The intent of Greene, Caracelli, and Graham’s
operations include sampling procedures,
purposes and Tashakkori and Teddlie’s types and
measurement techniques, and methods for
establishing the trustworthiness of the results. The models is to be able to analyze existing research
third stage concerns the type of data analysis and better and to design research that is more l.usefu
More useful research says something important
inference. They have developed a framewo
rk of six
types of mixed methods studies (See Table 1) and about the phenomena under study. It is insightful,
two types of more complex mixed models based on and its explanations are plausible. Many researchers
find that to conduct this level of research involves
these three discrete “stages” (p. 55). Methods of
mixing methods and perhaps also mixing
data analysis are seen as related to research
questions rather than to methods of data collection. paradigms.It is important for researchers to provide
It is assumed that questions of quality, credibility, evidence that mixed methods were carefully and
validity, and reliability will be answered in ways that thoughtfully incorporated into their projects’ designs
and processes. A field is strengthened when its
are appropriate to the method.
The two additional types of mixed methods are researchers show an awareness of the weaknesses
and strengthsf oeach approach. Purely quantitative
Type VII and Type VIII. Tashakkori and Teddlie
research tends to be less helpful through its
(1998) describe these
types as being large scale
“completely mixed studies” and identified them as oversimplification of causal relationships; purely
qualitative research tends to be less helpful through
“mixed models” rather than “mixed methods” (p.
149). These two types of studies are more complex its selectivity in reporting.
than the others because they call for mixing
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A Beginning: An Analysis of Studies Using
Mixed Methods

2000). The quantitative results from the
questionnaire were compared using the Phi
coefficient. Only the item dealing with feelings of
We reviewed 16 online articles published from
intimidation was statistically significant
r = -.27).
(
1999 to 2001 in theInformation Technology,
Women in the conventional meetings
9%)
(1felt
Learning, and Performance Journal
. We screened
more intimidated than women in the EMS meetings
the abstracts, methods, and findings sections to
(3%). In addition to the quantitative data collection
determine whether mixed methods were used in the and statistical analysis, Burdett used qualitative data
purpose and design, data collection, and/or data
collection and analysis strategies.
analysis sections. None of the 16 articles identified
In the methods section, Burdett (2000) stated
the use of mixed methods in the abstract. However, that she “also gained information from first
-hand
three articles met the criteria for using mixed
observations and experiences as an [EMS] meeting
methods as evidenced in their methods sections
facilitator as well as from the questionnaire
(Burdett, 2000; Crews & Alexander, 1999;
responses and some follow up -structured
semi
Feather, 1999).
interviews with a small number of participants” (p.
The authors of the articles did not explicitly
5). No specific infor
mation was provided regarding
state their commitment to using mixed methods.
the construction of the interview guide or analysis of
Each author employed mixed methods from the
the observations and comments; however, the
pragmatic perspective using “whatever method
results section appears to be organized by themes
[was] appropriate for
their studies” (Tashakkori &
that emerged from the comments and observations
Teddlie, 1998, p. 5). Burdett’s (2000) research on (i.e., gaining a confidentice
vo through anonymity,
the differences in perception between women who equity, listening, maintaining relationships,
participate in electronic meeting systems versus
efficiency and effectiveness, and satisfaction with
conventional meetings was a pragmatic example of outcomes). She interspersed specific comments and
confirmatory (hypothesis test
ing) research. On the
observations throughout the results.
other hand, Crews and Alexander (1999) and
The comments and observations often revealed
Feather (1999) used (non
-predictive) exploratory
aspects that reduced the women’s satisfaction in the
investigations to conduct their research on the
EMS meetings. Overall, more women in EMS
impact of group support systems on group
meetings (83%) were satisfied with their
development (Feather, 1999) and the availability of contributions than women in conventional meetings
computers in Far Eastern Universities (Crews &
(61%). The comments, however, revealed that study
Alexander, 1999). In the following two sections,
participants felt that
ideas presented in these EMS
entitled “Confirmatory Investigation” and
meetings were presented too rapidly, leaving people
“Exploratory Investigations,” we will discuss each of feeling disempowered; that bonds with close
these studies in terms of the study’s research design colleagues could be threatened due to anonymity;
and use ofmixed methods. We will make
and that adequate time was not given to analyze the
connections to the mixed method inquiry literature. various views presented. The
comments revealed
new information and perspectives about the
Confirmatory Investigation
women’s experience of electronic meeting systems.
Based on the five purposes identified in Greene
Burdett (2000) conducted a comparison study of
et al. (1989), Burdett (2000) used mixed methods
women’s perceptions of satisfaction and
according to the complementarity purpose. The
e us
participation using an Electronic Meeting System
of both quantitative and qualitative data collection
(EMS) versu
s a conventional meeting format. Thirty and analysis resulted in the phenomenon of
female participants in nine EMS meetings provided women’s experience of meetings being seen from
feedback on a questionnaire that replicated
different perspectives, which were illuminated with
questions in an earlier study of Australian university mixed methods.
women who participated in conventional meetings
Because both quantitative and qualitative
ta da
(Affirmative Action
, 1995, as cited in Burdett,
collection and analysis/inference were used in this
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single-phase study, Burdett’s study is also an
example of a parallel mixed model study or Type
VII as described by Tashakkori and Teddlie
(1998). Type VII is an extended example of a
mixed model design
that involves the simultaneous
application of different approaches. Burdett’s study
used quantitative and qualitative strategies for more
accurate and useful findings in a confirmatory
investigation.

Exploratory Investigations
Crews and Alexander’s (199
9) research is an
example of a parallel mixed model study for an
exploratory investigation. They studied computer
availability and funding at Far Eastern Universities.
The exploratory study was driven by three
eneral
g
research questions: (a)
hat
w types ofcomputers are
available at the university, (b) how was funding for
computers obtained, and (c) what computer
materialswould be obtained with funding.
Two
universities from China and Korea and one from
Japan responded to the request for information. A
total of 64 department heads representing over
1,000 faculty members returned the survey via mail
or fax.
They collected data using a survey with three
sections containing closed
-ended questions and one
open-ended section for additional information. This
datawas translated and reviewed by graduate
assistants, students, and faculty. Sections one
through three used descriptive statistics and
frequencies, while section four summarized the
qualitative information.
Findings from this study were presented in
narrative and tabular form. A summary of the types
and location of hardware available in the
universities was exhibited in table form. Most
support for computers came from university funds
(74%). Thirty percent of respondents indicated that
personal money wassoalused to purchase
computers and materials. Additional comments
revealed some faculty provided their own notebooks
and computers in student labs that were “used
mainly to word process papers” (p. 32).
Crews and Alexander’s study is an example of a
Type III mixed model study as described by
Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998). It is a descriptive
study with no predictions or hypothesis. As shown

25

in the Table I, this type of research design can
employ both qualitative and quantitative data
collection and data anal
ysis. In Crews and
Alexander’s study, data collection was both
qualitative and quantitative with the use of open and
closed-ended questions. Data analysis was
predominantly quantitative via descriptive statistics.
It also included the use of statements
expand
to
the
results using open
-ended questions.
Crews and Alexander’s research is an example
of the expansion rationale delineated by Greene et
al. (1989). Clearly, the use of open
-ended questions
in the survey allowed Crews and Alexander to
obtain furtherinformation about the use of
computers in Far Eastern universities. The limited
use of mixed methods by Crews and Alexander
expanded and enhanced the findings of their
exploratory study.
In another exploratory investigation, Feather
(1999) used mixed metho
ds in her research on the
impact of group support systems (GSS) in
collaborative learning settings on group
development. Feather’s study was guided by three
research questions regarding the impact of GSS on
groups developing through all seven stages of
Johnson and Johnson’s (1997) model of group
development, the time required to move through the
stages, and whether groups reached stage six.
Data was collected from two groups of subjects
via audiovisual taping of all sessions, observation
logs kept by the re
searcher, and document review
(i.e., flipcharts, computer printouts, assignments).
Each session was transcribed, visual behavior was
noted, and data from both were coded. The coding
of behaviors in the videotape and calculating the
time for each behavioretermined
d
the time spent
by each group in one of Johnson and Johnson’s
stages. Frequencies and total time were presented
graphically for each stage and for each group in
both GSS and non
-GSS conditions. Additionally, the
facilitator changed from an autocra
tic style to
laissez
-faire (Feather, 1999). The observation log
generated information about possible effects of the
facilitator’s style on the group process.
Using Tashakkori and Teddlie’s (1998)
typology, this study was a mixed methods Type IV
using qual
itative data and statistical analysis and
inference. Specifically, Tashakkori and Teddlie
refer to this process as “quantitizing” the qualitative
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data (p. 128). In this study, quantitizing included a
frequency count of the stages and the calculation of
the total length of time spent in each stage. This
exploratory investigation resulted in quantitative
findings regarding the impact of GSS.

Improving the Clarity of the Method
Description

Many methods sections and abstracts describe a
study simply as “a qualitative study” or a
“quantitative study” citing only textbooks to support
this position.Qualitative and quantitativeare not
Some Observations on the Use of Mixed
types of studies, nor does qualitative inquiry have a
Methods
unified theoretical orientation. Each describes an
These three research articles used various mixed approach to research. Both use an array of designs
(e.g., case study, experimental design, and
methods strategiestest
to hypotheses and explore
each tradition, variations in
research questions. Explicit rationales for the use of ethnography). Within
data collection and analysis procedures exist. Their
mixed methods were not given in these articles;
however, their use resulted in richer findings, more roots extend into different philosophical traditions,
and knowing this can influence the researcher’s
accurate information, and greater usefulness.
understanding and use of a particular method or
Burdett’s (2000) study of
women and meetings
was enriched by the use of mixed methods to collect mix of methods.
The research design should be selected as the
and analyze the data resulting from the statistical
most appropriate to address the research questions
findings. The one statistically significant finding,
or hypotheses at a technical, philosophical, or
that women felt more intimidated in conventional
political level. Often the theoretical orientation of
meetings, was complementedhe
byidentification
t
of
the particular method, as found in the inquiry
several factors that reduced the women’s overall
literature, prov
ides criteria for determining the
satisfaction with EMS meetings. She obtained a
appropriateness of the research design to the
clearer, more accurate, and nuanced view of
women’s behaviors in and feelings about meetings. research questions and to the study’s conceptual
framework. This theoretical orientation most often
More research can thus be generated from the
addresses technical level questions about
plethora of relevant themes that emerged from
appropriate data collection and
terpretation
in
Burdett’s study.
Feather’s (1999) use of mixed methods in her methods. Less often, it addresses philosophical
questions that might lead researchers to a deeper
study on GSS and group development provided
greater accuracy. By using quantitative analysis on understanding of their “worldviews” and related
paradigm preferences. Political questions about the
qualitative data, Feather was able to generate
of
information regarding time spent in each stage and larger social view of the “purpose and role”
the frequency of stage related behaviors. Crews and particular research projects that influence which
projects are funded are least often addressed
Alexander’s (1999) study generated information
that has greater applicability concerning computers (Greene & Caracelli, 1997, p. 5).
Being aware of how to use different criteria
in Far Eastern universities. The data from the-open
effectivelycan lead to
ended questions gave some insight into the recent from the inquiry literature
s
and related
pattern of use of computers by students and faculty more thoughtful problemtatements
research projects. “At first blush, a well developed
and might generate future cross
-national research
on computer use, needs, and support. As evidenced problem statement appears simple…but writing a
good problem statement is far from effortless”
by the results of these articles, the use of mixed
(O’Connor, 2000, p. i). Writing a good method
methods ca
n unleash rich findings, greater utility,
invo many of
and more useful research. In the future, referencing section is also far from effortless, lving
mixed method literature and providing theoretical the same issues. For instance, once a researchable
frameworks for research design can only strengthen problem is established, the appropriate method for
collecting and analyzing the data to respond
studies reported in the
Information Technology,
effectively to the research problem is vital to
Learning, an
d Performance Journal
that use mixed
conducting high quality, rigorous research.
t as
Jusit
methods.
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design components was observed in the examples
is necessary to establish the importance and
rs may have had
“existence of a researchable problem” (O’Connor, used in this paper. The autho
sound rationales for their choices, but this level of
2000, p. i) through a discussion of the related
detail did not make it into the method sections of
literature, it is important to establish the
appropriateness of the method used by grounding it their articles. This has larger implications for
in the inquiry literature. This conceptual framework organizational systems as a field as we strive to have
by disciplines.
for the method should involve a demonstration by our research taken seriouslyother
Many research questions and topics of interest
the researcher that research design decisions were
made intentionally through an informed reading of lend themselves to mixed methods approaches. Yet,
the mixed methods literature, and the researcher current research training typically lacks the
appropriate use of mixed methods in all but the
should providethe rationalizations or justifications
most rudimentary ways (e.g., triangulation).
There is
for the use of mixed methods grounded in the
a need for research courses that demonstrate
mixed methods literature.
The purpose of the method section is to report quantitative and qualitative data collection and
analysis techniques followed by instruction in how
the specifics of the procedures used to collect,
and when to mix methods in the various stages of a
manage, and analyze the data. This includes
research project’s design. This will lead to ater
a gre
information on how, who, and under what
conditions data are collected and analyzed with the sophistication when making thoughtful design
rationale for these decisions grounded in the inquiry decisions at the technical level and encourage more
literature. Enough detail should be provided so that design decisions to be made at the philosophical
readers understand what was done and why it was and political levels.
In conclusion, many of the research reports we
done. Readers
of mixed methods studies need
have reviewed in the human resource
development
information on how data were analyzed and a
and adult education literature (Rocco, Bliss,
rationale for why the analyst chose specific data
-Prado, 2002) and in
analysis tools or methods and whether the tools or Gallagher, & Perez
organizational systems do not discuss the broader
methods are quantitative or qualitative. The
philosophical and political level decisions that
decisions need to be grounded in
e inquiry
th
ultimately shape research agendas. They confine
literature while connections should be made
between the data, the conclusions, and the study’s their discussions concerning research design and
data interpretation to descriptions of technical level
conceptual framework.
decisions about “methods and procedures” (Greene
As Bartlett, Kotrlik, and Higgins (2001, p. 49)
point out, “the procedures used … should always be & Caracelli, 1997, p.6). Appropriate journals
should encourage the inclusion of such discussions
reported, allowing the reader
to make his or her
in research submi
tted for publication. As Greene
own judgments as to whether they accept the
researcher’s assumptions and procedures.” This not and Caracelli have pointed out, “the underlying
-method inquiry is to understand
only strengthens the discussion and findings of a rationale for mixed
study but also contributes to the growth of a field. more fully, to generate deeper and broader insights,
to develop important knowledge claims that respect
Readers can gain insights into their
n ow
research
a wider range of int
erests and perspectives” (1997,
methods by learning about the design choices
p. 7). Mixed methods research that emerges from
researchers make and the rationale behind the
choice as supported by the literature. It is our hope this discourse has the potential to be more useful to
that the various rationales for using mixed methods people making policy decisions about business,
technology, education, and society.
presented in this article empower readers to use
them appropriately in their future research projects.

Implications for the Field
Little explicit discussion of research design
decision
-making or theoretical support for mixing
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Endnote
1

For a history of the successful resolution of the “paradigm wars” from a pragmatic point of view, see the first two chapters
of Tashakkori and Te
ddlie’s (1998)Mixed Methodology: Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches
.
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CHAPTER 7

TRY, TRY AGAIN!
Case reporters: Stephanie Tarbin and Chris Trevitt

Issues raised
The issues raised in this case are student resistance towards the introduction
of an online discussion group and the need for balance between academic
development objectives and catering to student concerns.

Background
Medieval history is taught as a year-long first year university course
enrolling 60 to 90 students. The students comprise a mix of a majority of
school leavers and others, many of whom study part time while undertaking
paid work. It is taught by John, a senior academic and Stephanie, a junior
academic, who was the primary instigator for introducing e-mail discussion
groups into the course. Stephanie enjoyed strong support from her colleague
and encouragement and practical assistance from her co-author, Chris, a
member of the Academic Development Unit. While both Stephanie and
Chris have contributed to all of the text that follows, Parts 1 to 3 are told
from Stephanie’s perspective, and the Case Reporters’ Discussion is told
from Chris’s point of view.

PART 1
Tutorials can be the most exciting and rewarding elements in teaching a
course: they can also be the most frustrating. At the end of my first semester
of full-time teaching I felt I had experienced both the rewards and the
frustrations. I believed that there was room for improvement in the quality
of tutorial discussion and suspected that at least some of the students
thought so too.
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Normally a 10 to 15-minute presentation was made by a student at the start
of each class, but the 50-minute classes did not seem long enough to explore
issues in depth. It was difficult to involve all the students in the discussion
as the tendency was for presenters to ’carry’ the discussion during the week
of their presentation and then to sink back into silence in subsequent weeks.
Reflecting on the semester with John, we agreed that it would be good to
create opportunities for students to discuss course-related issues outside
tutorial time. We thought that if students who were preparing presentations
were able to discuss them before a tutorial, then they might identify ways to
involve more students in discussion during class.
The idea of an e-mail discussion list was, and still is, attractive to us. We
hoped that students would:
•
•
•
•
•

continue debating issues outside the tutorial, and perhaps generate
new topics of inquiry;
cooperate to solve problems together, without necessarily having to
collaborate on group presentations or assignments;
take more time to think through their ideas and to refine their
understanding through debate with other students;
use written debate and archived discussions to develop an
understanding of the process of historical interpretation; and
be inducted to a form of communication increasingly used in most
workplaces as well as by historians.

Since I initiated the proposal and was familiar with academic e-mail
discussion lists we agreed that the trial would be limited to the 45 students
with whom I had contact in tutorials. The practical aspects of managing an
e-mail list proved quite straightforward, but we scheduled the e-mail list
’experiment’ for the second semester, reasoning that this would enable us to
consult the students about their reactions to the idea, to arrange some
technical support if needed and also give the students time to settle into
university life. We also wanted to elicit students’ views as to whether they
thought that participation should be part of the assessment structure, and if
so then what form this should take. There was a range of responses to our
initial questions:
•
•
•
•

some students described themselves as technophobic and were worried
that their lack of computer competence would detract from their abilities in history;
others were cautiously interested in what was perceived as a novel and
’modern’ approach to medieval history;
a small group were very enthusiastic; and
two students resolutely declared that they had no desire to participate.
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There was broad consensus that the e-mail list should be a voluntary and
unassessed element of the unit. For those wanting an introduction to e-mail,
two hands-on workshops were organized in the early weeks of the semester,
scheduled outside of contact hours. Some students were strongly opposed to
discussing issues relating to tutorial presentations prior to the tutorial class,
preferring to establish ’ownership’ of particular ideas before sharing them in
public. Consequently, we suggested that the students might use the list to
debate issues relating to tutorials and presentations. We hoped that our
response to the concerns voiced by the students would help to secure
commitment to the trial, even though the e-mail list would be less integrated
into the unit than we had originally envisaged.
In the event, less than half of the students involved in the trial subscribed
to the list and only a handful posted comments on tutorial topics or other
course-related issues. The rate of posting was sporadic at best and there was
little in the way of debate or exchange of ideas.
At the end of the semester the students told us of the numerous obstacles
to their participation. Computer access and technical support on campus
were major concerns, often because they appeared unaware of the university
facilities available to them. While some students elected to access their email off-campus, most relied on using campus facilities. Other obstacles
related to students’ approaches to study or to personal habits of organization.
Some commented that it had not occurred to them to solicit feedback on
presentations or essays; others noted a preference for working
independently, or for discussing problems with friends rather than a
’faceless’ network of list-members. A number of students also professed
intentions of joining the e-mail discussion, and ascribed failure to participate
to ’laziness’, inability to change existing routines, or lack of organization and
time management. Another reason expressed for not taking part in the email discussion was its lack of vitality or ’critical mass’. One student said, ’I
suppose if I had heard people raving I might have thought about it but there
didn’t seem to be much enthusiasm or excitement surrounding it. ’
The unmistakable message was that the discussion did not ’take off’
because there was no clear or compelling reason to be involved. The e-mail
list was extra to the unit, rather than being an integral part of it. For some it
was extra ’value’, in that it provided opportunities for more discussion,
access to peer support and exposure to a greater range of ideas; but for many
it was simply more work which was not clearly related to the study of
medieval history. Strongly voiced concerns about the ownership of ideas
and about the issues of assessment and compulsion persisted, with more
speaking in favour of assessment as an ’incentive’ for participation compared
to before the trial. The outcome of the innovation thus fell well short of our
initial plans and expectations.
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Given this experience would you continue with the e-mail list or abandon
the idea?
If you continued what changes would you make?

PART 2
Despite the discouraging initial attempt, we decided to continue trying with
the discussion group in the following year, while responding to the concerns
raised by the previous year’s students. This meant that:
•
•
•
•

the e-mail list had to be part of the assessment structure without
being compulsory;
it had to provide for people who wanted to establish their ownership
of ideas;
the provision of appropriate technical support for students had to be
reconsidered; and
there needed to be a structure for the discussion so that the e-mail list
clearly formed a coherent part of the unit as a whole.

To incorporate the e-mail list into the unit as an integral element we
designed a semester-long, written debate for the second half of the year on
the theme, ’What were the Middle Ages?’ This question was the basis of a
one-hour test at the end of the second semester and the debate was intended
to help students develop their responses. The emphasis of the debate, we
wrote in the unit course guide, was on ’the process of clarifying ideas,
developing arguments and evaluating interpretations’. The e-mail list was
recommended to the students as the obvious forum for the debate and the
exercise was awarded a participation mark (10 per cent of the year’s work).
Students who wished to establish the originality of their ideas were invited
to submit their contributions directly to their tutor before e-mailing to the
list. If students did not want to engage with the technology, they could
submit their contributions as hard copy.
Students were required to complete a two-part exercise involving an email/written component and a tutorial component. First, they were asked to
choose a tutorial topic and to write up their ’hypotheses’ about its
significance. These contributions were to be submitted at the start of the
week of the relevant tutorial. Contributions submitted as hard copy were
stored in a resource room for medieval history students where they would be
available for consultation.
Second, in the ensuing tutorial, students were to identify a significant
piece of evidence in order to initiate discussion of specific issues that had
helped to form their written hypotheses. For example, a student tackling the
tutorial topic, ’The Manor: Rural Society in England’, prepared by reading
the recommended
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texts and considering questions about the social and legal status of villeins
(the highest or wealthiest class of peasant) compared to freemen, the role of
women in rural society and peasant standards of living. At the start of the
week they would e-mail their thoughts about the importance of rural society
in the Middle Ages. Then, in tutorials, they would identify a piece of
evidence for consideration by the class and explain its significance. We
asked students to complete this two-part exercise for two of the 13 tutorial
topics scheduled for the semester. Additionally, the students who opted for
e-mail were asked to make a third post outlining some of their conclusions
about the Middle Ages toward the end of semester, but were not penalized if
they did not.
Finally, we tried to give the students a range of incentives for using the email list in preference to submitting hard copy. We:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stressed the opportunity it afforded students as a means of preparing
for the final test;
encouraged informal 80-1 DO-word e-mail contributions but asked
for about 400 words if they opted for print;
presented the e-mail debate as a constructive challenge and an
’experiment’ in which we were all (students and staff) engaged
together;
emphasized that e-mail was an increasingly ubiquitous element in
modern working environments;
made systematic efforts to address student concerns about accessing
computer labs and technical support;
supplied them with written instructions for using e-mail and the
discussion list; and,
made two computer-class bookings each week to ensure a minimum
level of access to campus machines.

We reasoned that all these measures should help achieve a ’critical mass’ in
the e-mail debate.
The structured e-mail debate in the second semester was a success in
terms of participation. Of the 44 students who completed the course, 37
chose to submit their contributions bye-mail. Over the semester the students
posted 153 e-mails, an average of four e-mails per student. The much
greater participation in the e-mail debate in semester two thus confirmed our
earlier experience that students needed a structured context before posting to
an e-mail list.
The final test papers generally developed thoughtful and well-integrated
arguments that were supported by a wide range of examples studied
throughout the course. Insofar as it was possible to attribute this to the email discussion we thought that the ongoing debate had enabled students to
make connections between different tutorial topics and themes. This
perception was shared by the majority of students surveyed in the final week
of the semester.
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In a questionnaire distributed before the test, two-thirds of respondents
agreed that debating ’What were the Middle Ages?’ had helped to link
themes and issues in the course. A similar response was given to the
statement, ’Composing e-mails helped develop my thinking and clarify my
arguments in history’, suggesting that the students attributed some value to
the expression of their thoughts in writing. As a number of students had emailed their tentative hypotheses about the significance of the Middle Ages
to the discussion list, we also believed that the exercise had helped some
students to refine their interpretation of the period.
Reflecting on this second iteration, we felt that we had attained our
teaching aims while respecting student concerns. Technical problems and
access to computers continued to be nominated as ’frustrations’, although
students also expressed appreciation of our efforts to provide support. An
experienced student commented: ’Good to learn to use e-mail in first year.
Was pretty intimidating at first... this way you get help with it and are not
just thrown in to work it out yourself.’
There was little comment on the issues of assessment or compulsion,
suggesting that the option of submitting contributions in traditional rather
than electronic form provided an acceptable compromise for students who
were strongly opposed to using e-mail. Interestingly, the issue of intellectual
ownership did not arise at all in comments from this student cohort. Instead,
students commented positively on the range of interpretations that the email discussion group presented and the ability to discuss issues without the
time constraints of tutorials.
There were two areas in which we felt that we had not achieved our
initial goals. First, while we had secured student participation, we felt that
the quality of interaction between students had not been that high. For
example, most students e-mailed their thoughts on a topic to the list without
relating them to the ideas expressed by others, so that the ’debate’ became
little more than a series of utterances lacking explicit connection. Some of
the students commented that there needed to be more engagement with
other’s arguments; one suggested that if two posts were made per person per
topic, the second contribution could involve ’critical analysis of someone
else’s first post’.
Second, the two-part exercise was too complicated, or too difficult, for
the complementary relationship between tutorial and e-mail discussions to
be easily discerned. When e-mailing, some students concentrated
exclusively on the evidence they had identified without relating the specific
tutorial topic to the broader question of its significance for understanding
the Middle Ages. Others treated the two parts of the exercise quite
separately, so that the e-mail contributions had less impact on tutorial
discussions than we had originally hoped.
So, at the end of our second attempt to integrate e-mail into the first year
history unit, we were still grappling with how to structure the exercise
effectively.
TRY, TRY AGAIN!
69
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We had created a context that gave the students a reason for participating
and successfully addressed student concerns so that we secured a high level
of participation, but we had not quite managed to generate an extended email debate that engaged students in the subject. It was back to the drawing
board again.
How would you address this problem of student engagement?
What do you imagine happened next time around?

PART 3
The following year (the third iteration) we taught the first year survey of the
Middle Ages as a single semester unit for the first time. This entailed some
changes to the design and content of the course but it did not greatly affect
the e-mail exercise. The course ran in the second semester so we were
generally dealing with students who had settled into university study. Some
were familiar with e-mail by the time they reached us but we continued to
run workshops and provide support in the manner of the previous year. The
email debate was focused on the theme of the revised course, whether the
early medieval period was deserving of the label ’the Dark Ages’, and
culminated again in a one-hour test paper. As in the previous year, e-mail
contributions were to be made before meeting in tutorials and in class the
students were still asked to identify an important piece of evidence to
initiate discussion. There were three important changes:
1 . We threw caution to the wind and set the e-mail debate as a
compulsory part of the assessed work in the unit.
2 . We required two ’responses’ to other students’ contribution. The
contribution and responses were worth 15 per cent of assessed work.
3. Contributions were required on the significance of a set piece of
reading relating to the tutorial topic. This piece of reading was
intended to locate the specific tutorial issues in a broader historical
context. Often it comprised a piece of primary evidence but
sometimes we nominated a controversial interpretation relating to
the tutorial topic.
These changes helped to facilitate greater interaction between e-mail
contributions and tutorial discussion. The students explicitly related tutorial
issues and readings to the nominated ’e-mail readings’ when posting to the email list, while aspects of the e-mail discussion were taken up in tutorials.
Thus the discussions in each forum served to complement the other. The
final test papers also suggested, once again, that the e-mail discussion list
helped many students to make thematic connections between different
issues and also to develop and clarify interpretations.
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The new requirement that students ’respond’ to other postings also helped
to generate interaction. Nonetheless, the level of explicit debate among the
students was still less than we had hoped, and much less that we had
witnessed among later-year students. This led us to hypothesize that first
year students are reluctant to engage directly with the ideas or arguments of
others for fear of appearing critical or of being ’attacked’ in return.
This hypothesis developed from student feedback during past years. In
focus groups and surveys, students have often commented on how they felt
’intimidated’ e-mailing faceless members of a discussion group. We have
also observed that some students are uncomfortable disagreeing with others,
sometimes because disagreement is regarded as an expression of hostility,
and sometimes because they fear that their interpretation may then be
’wrong’. Some students may regard an invitation to debate as an opportunity
to exchange ideas, others perceiving it as an occasion for point scoring and
aggression which will potentially lead to their humiliation.

CASE REPORTERS’ DISCUSSION
There are interesting questions here about the way students perceive certain
modes of communication, learn new kinds of discourse and hone study and
organizational habits as they progress through their university studies.
Likewise these issues pose important challenges for academics’ conceptions
of their teaching roles and how universities go about meeting their
responsibilities. They also raise questions about how realistic it is to expect
first year students (predominantly school leavers), often engaging with email technology for the first time, instantly to develop the self-confidence to
enthusiastically embrace it and pursue a culture of openness and exchange
for the purpose of developing their ideas, all within a 6- to 12-month time
frame. For example:
•
•
•
•

Is it practical to set up the required support structures and
mechanisms to meet individual students’ development needs under
these sorts of conditions?
To what extent do junior academics embarking on new careers have
an adequate background to engage in such endeavours?
Is it appropriate that universities expect them to tackle such
challenges so early in their career?
Are academic development units adequately equipped and
appropriately oriented to advise on such matters?

I was glad to have got wind of Stephanie and John’s formative plans at an
early stage. This meant I was able to offer support and collaborate with
them from the outset of this multi-year project. This collaboration was to
pose its own
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challenges for me, however, since my own earlier experiences as a teacherinnovator (eg Trevitt et at, 1997) as well as my understanding from the
literature (eg Loacker, Cromwell and O’Brien, 1986) suggested strongly that
success would require the e-mail discussion activities to be built into the
assessment structure. From the outset I was strongly of the opinion this was
a necessary requirement if integration into the overarching learning design
was going to be achieved.
On the other hand I not only respected Stephanie’s strong desire to seek
advice from the students, but also her desire to both act and be seen to act in
accord ,with that advice. Thus, in the end, this meant that the trial went
ahead as described even though I anticipated this would ’cost’ us one
development iteration (ie a year) while Stephanie and John carne to the
conclusion that integrating the discussion activities into the assessment
structure would be the way to go. Of course, there was always the nagging
doubt that I may be entirely wrong, and that something about their context
(different discipline, different student cohort, etc) might mean that we
would find ways to engage students without the compulsion of assessment.
The gamble I had to take was that Stephanie’s desire to persist and find a
way to overcome challenges would prevail, even in the event that initial
outcomes were discouraging. I had to have confidence that Stephanie would
continue with the ’experiment’ for at least two iterations by which time some
positive outcomes should be forthcoming.
As mentioned, our end-of-course student surveys repeatedly revealed two
overriding themes dominating student concerns. Technical issues and access
to computers prevailed at the pragmatic ’frustrations’ level. These themes are
increasingly common for many universities in different countries, as
indicated by recurrent discussion on the special interest American
Association of Higher Education e-mail list run by Steve Gilbert (see
www.tltgroup.org/). More deep-seated concerns were associated with
student anxiety about ’going public’ with incomplete ideas. These issues and
concerns reflect and reinforce those revealed during earlier initiatives (eg
Harasim, 1989) as well as contemporary developments (eg Johnson, Sutton
and Poon, 2000) focused on technologically mediated student
communications.
Finding ways to better support and assist students prepare for engaging in
electronic ’public debate’ is just one more example of the many contemporary challenges facing universities seeking to find and prove ways to
more explicitly foster the development in their graduates of valued generic
and transferable skills.
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From Current perspectives on applied information technologies.
Volume I: Distance Learning, edited by Charalambos Vrasidas and Gene Glass

Is there anyone there? The embodiment of knowledge
in virtual environments
Rob Walker
Centre for Applied Research in Education
University of East Anglia
Is there anybody there?
I am a student on ECT401, is anyone there?
I need to talk to someone
I am one of your students. Can you call me back? I need to
know if there is anyone there?
Messages left on course voicemail at the start of the year.

Abstract
Discussions about distance learning often assume that the main
educational task in moving to teaching in a distance mode is
essentially that of putting content into a form where students can
easily access it, learn from it and have their learning assessed, all
with minimum direct assistance. In this chapter, drawing directly on
my own involvement in writing and teaching distance courses, I
describe how I came to realise that distance learning is just as
much mediated by social relations, and distance teaching is just as
much a performance, as is classroom teaching. Distance education
has a space, a culture and a set of distinctive work practices. It is
different from face-to-face classroom teaching, but not in quite the
ways that many of us first think.
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Teaching and the embodiment of knowledge
From packed conferences to private conversations, scholars perform what it means
to know things.
Erica McWilliam
Teaching represents knowledge to people rather as theatre represents life.
Lawrence Stenhouse

A persistent and continuing issue in the use of computers, across a wide
range of uses, functions and purposes, concerns what is sometimes called
the ‘human/machine interface’. This includes technical, design and
usability concerns, but in Education, the direct intervention of computers
into the learning/teaching process opens out a series of more significant
questions. In Education, the ‘human/machine interface’ is at the heart of
the issue of what education is.
Some of the questions that follow, particularly those around the notion of
‘e-learning’, are much discussed, but the implications for teaching are much
less often considered. Can the machine re/displace the teacher? Or provide
a platform for a two-tier education system in which a small group of experts
write courses and others act as tutors and technicians? Does the web page
re/displace the book? Does the e-conference re/displace the seminar and
the classroom? Does email re/displace the tutorial?
Often it is assumed (especially by administrators and planners) that teaching
in distance education is more like textbook writing than classroom teaching.
In virtual teaching what counts as teaching seems a simulacrum, a
stereotype of ‘real’ teaching. What we see seems often to be a dilution of
f2f teaching; an absent presence, a shadow of ‘real’ teaching. In this
chapter I take the different view that all teaching involves the performance
of knowledge and that in distance settings this gives to teaching a particular
character and set of practices. E-teaching is less often discussed than elearning but we need to do so if we are to avoid carrying over inappropriate
assumptions into new areas of policy, planning and practice. This discussion
is important, since neglect in this area is likely to carry a high cost.

What is teaching?
Teaching, as most of us first think of it, essentially involves individual
performance in the context of human interaction. To put it more plainly,
when we hear the word ‘teach’, the images that first come to mind (for
many of us) are of a teacher in a classroom. Invariably the teacher is
talking, is on her feet and moving around, perhaps close to a black, green or
white board (there are generational differences here). Meanwhile, the class
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sit, more or less attentively at desks (or tables) and perhaps with books in
front of them and pens (or keyboards) at the ready.
If you try this exercise you will find that there are further parallels, often at
a level of considerable detail. Classrooms, for many of us, have
characteristic furniture and decoration, a distinctive acoustic and windows
(actual and virtual). They have characteristic sounds and smells, evoke
characteristic ways of speaking, feelings and forms of interaction. Across
generations and across cultures there are forms of writing, drawing and
painting, phrases the teacher uses, distinctive sounds of singing, attitudes to
work and feelings of embarrassment, pride and failure that we associate
with school.
As teachers, we telegraph these images when we talk of ‘being at the
chalkface’, of students being ‘in front of us’, of being ‘face-to-face’, of
‘making eye contact’ and ‘engaging attention’, of the ‘realities of the
classroom’ and, sometimes, of the ‘cut-and-thrust’ of classroom debate. For
behind these phrases lie a whole communicative culture and community of
practice.
Most importantly, teaching is generally acknowledged by all of us; teachers,
students and parents, to involve performance; to ‘teach’ is in part to be a
teacher, with the connotations just outlined (for instance, of teaching as
face work). As teachers we know the reality of this because we know that
maintaining a teaching presence in even a small class can be demanding,
physically, emotionally and intellectually. Those new to teaching are often
surprised by the concentration and focus that practising the skills of
classroom teaching requires, and of how tired they get, even when the
teaching task seems routine, uncomplicated and straightforward.

If this is teaching, is the distance teacher really a teacher?
These opening images of the classroom are, by definition, stereotypical and
they might seem to have no place in a discussion about the nature of
distance education. In distance education surely, there is no classroom (and
often no faces). There is no stage on which the teacher can perform and so
new ways of thinking about teaching and learning are required. In distance
education the social context within which teachers and students interact is
of a quite different kind, the roles are different, the pedagogy distinctive,
the tone, level and intonation of the teacher’s voice changes.
There is some truth in this, yet theories of change tell us that in any social
change there are usually greater continuities than there are
transformations, albeit masked or camouflaged. A point I shall return to
throughout this chapter is that, while I believe that distance education does
provide a significant space for rethinking conventional pedagogy, it is not in
itself always as different as it might seen. There are many examples of
distance programs that exemplify the epithet ‘innovation without change’.
-3-
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Burdett

collected quickly and
exactly by the software, which is
managed by the technographer. Each comment is
displayed to the meeting on the central screen as well
as on each computer. It is at this point that the
meeting becomes interactive. As ideas are fed in,
each participant
can attach comments, seek an
explanation, challenge an idea or add more
information, just as is the case in a normal meeting;
but the process can be achieved more quickly as
multiple ideas are being fed silently into the system at
Strategy
once.
A total of 30 female participants, in nine EMS
The facilitator th
en leads the meeting through a
process of merging similar ideas to form a
meetings (3 university and 6 -university
non
meetings), provided feedback on their perceptions comprehensive list, which is ranked using one of a
variety of voting systems. Statistical results are
of the electronic meeting system, including its
processes and outcomes. Only the femal
e
displayed immediately to the group and the degree
participants were invited to complete a
of consensus within the group
is calculated by the
questionnaire and eight women from two meetings software. A full record of the discussion and
(one university and one non
-university) agreed to
consequent voting is generated, so that both
qualitative and quantitative data are available at the
participate further and were interviewed. Three
women had participated in one other electronic
conclusion of the meeting. Such data, in either
meeting, whereas the
others were
new to the
hard copy or disk form, can be used
r further
fo
action at a later stage.
system. Overall, 90
% of respondents felt
comfortable using the technology. The study did
not attempt to differentiate the responses of novice R e s u l t s
and experienced EMS users.
The methodology used replicated the meeting Tables1, 2, and 3 describe the meeting
participants by gender and compare
the responses
componentof a similar study of women’s
participation in conventional committee meetings in to the questions asked of the university women in
an Australian university. The questions which
formed the basis of the electronic meeting
questionnaire matched those used to study the 29 Table 1: Electronic Meeting Participants by Gender
university women (Affirmative Acti
on Agency,
Meeting
Female
Male
Total
1995). In both studies, in each meeting
, women
1
3
11
14
participants were in the minority.
2
2
11
13
The presence of more men at the meetings may
suggest that male stereotypes and decision
-making
3
4
10
14
styles would be more likely to dominate (Herschel,
4
5
6
11
1994). Herschelnoted that, prior to his study,
gender composition research had only been
5
4
5
9
conducted on traditional meetings. The research
6
6
8
14
approach enabled a comparison between the
7
5
6
11
responses of women in the two types of meeting
environment.Participant returns (30 women
) equaled
8
5
6
11
77% for electronic meetings and%
80for the
9
5
7
12
conventional meetings.
39
70
109
A typicalEMSmeeting involves
individuals
generating ideas rapidly and anonymously through the
Categorizer
tool. Once keyed in, every comment is
screen at the front of the room. Screen filters
obscured vision of each monitor from either side,
thus protecting participant confidentiality. The
meeting facilitator guided the meeting process and
a technographer operated the control workstation.
Each participant used a keyboard to input
brainstorm ideas in the system, respond to ,ideas
and comment on the tho
ughts of others.
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that, I would miss teaching too much’. What they meant, of course was that
they would miss the feeling of being at home in the classroom and of having
a teaching presence in it; of being face-to-face with their students.
Given these expectations, my experience proved to be counter-intuitive.
What I found was that distance teaching too required performance, but of a
more subtle and complex kind. To continue the analogy, it was more like
acting on film than in the theatre (sometimes literally so). In distance
education, teaching has to be carefully planned, staged and organised. A
great deal of effort goes into preparation. There is more than one chance to
get it right. There are chances to edit, but once down (in text, on tape) the
classroom text has a degree of permanence and immutability. Teaching at a
distance is a game with high stakes.
I discovered too, what many distance teachers know, that it is a mistake to
assume that physical distance means loss of intimacy in interaction. Many
commentators and policy people assume that distance education is
essentially inadequate because it lacks the physical co-presence of teacher
and taught. Often of course this is an implicit reference to an ideal model of
teaching that has little basis in current realities. A lecture theatre with
several hundred students, a seminar with perhaps forty, and a tutorial with
ten, a lecturer and students stressed through over-work, is already some
distance from the implied ideal. But there is a more fundamental error at
work in this argument. Paradoxically, distance education can bring student
and teacher closer. Just as the telephone or email provide space for
particular forms of intimacy that are not easily replicated or can be
sustained face-to-face, so too in distance courses, students and teachers
can get to know one another very well albeit within a fragile virtual world.
In time, puzzling over these incidents and encounters where I found myself
overtaken by this capacity of the media, I came to realise that in distance
education there is a significant pedagogic switch. In this switch, what Philip
Jackson called the ‘pre-active’, moves to the stage and the performance
moves behind the scene/the screen. The interactive phase, which was
formerly dominant, switches from figure to ground. As the lecture dissolves
and the text comes to predominate, much of what was formerly off stage
and hidden from the audience becomes visible and more open to inspection.
It is almost as if the conscious and the unconscious switch places.
The effect of this pedagogic switch is that teaching is seen to turn inside
out. In distance education, much of what is conventionally backstage can be
brought to the fore (the teacher’s notes, personal library and scholar’s
desktop), and the front-stage (the lecture, the exposition, the setting itself)
can move backstage. In an advanced stage (to complicate the metaphor),
the course may come to be about itself, as process becomes content, the
illusion of teaching as performance is broken and the audience become the
play (the curriculum).
-5-
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From the stage to the page: the teacher in distance education
You might think, from the way I have described it, that distance teaching is
more like textbook writing than classroom exposition. In one sense it is, in
that it demands a grasp of detailed knowledge, the ability to sequence it
and a 'big picture' that holds it together, but getting the content right is not
the whole story.
When I first became involved in distance education I was surprised when
students asked, ‘Is somebody there?’ for I took the question to carry
overtones beyond the simple inquiry it seemed to be. It sounded (and I think
it often was) a plea, not just for information but also for contact, for human
presence. But I was puzzled because, as the teacher (and course writer), I
had thought there was more of me ‘there’ than in most of the conventional
teaching that I had done previously. In preparing distance courses I felt, like
many of my distance education colleagues, that I had been better able to
get my thinking down on the page than in any lecture I had given, or in any
book or paper I had written. I felt able to move the students more quickly to
the cutting edge of the field. I had, of course, benefited from the critical
comments of the course team and other colleagues. The text editor kept me
more honest than I probably was in most lectures. The curriculum was
consequently more direct, took a cleaner line, compromised less and
offered students a contemporary and well-informed view of the field. I felt
pleased with what I had done in part because it was so carefully worked,
but also because it was personal.
Yet, at the back of my head was still the voice asking, ‘Is anyone there?’ It
was as though the students were sitting before an empty stage waiting for a
performance that was not there, even though they had in front of them the
books, the video, the audio tapes and the CDROM, all they needed in fact to
make their own play.
My first thought was that academic styles of writing were part of the
problem, and the next step I took was to personalise the material (to ‘reface’ it). I set out to write in plain and direct English and to select texts for
their lucidity as much as for their reputation or currency. I made videotapes
in which I talked to the students about the course and included the kinds of
asides I might have included in a lecture or seminar. I also made audiotapes
in which I, and others in the course team, talked to the authors of the texts
that students would encounter in the course. I made unscripted commentary
tapes in response the assignments that students submitted, taking as an
aspirational model Alistair Cooke’s weekly broadcasts, Letter from America,
in which he talks informally about serious topics.
The intention was (to use a phrase current at the time) to ‘break the grip of
print’, which I took to mean including the student in the curriculum preworld of discussion and emerging ideas that lay behind the finished
production of course materials. What was missing in the perfect texts that
-6-
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they had been sent, I believed, was an understanding of the process that
had produced them. So, it seemed important to give them a sense of
inclusion in the world of academic work, to provide a degree of intimacy
with the academic workplace and academic debate that was denied them in
their formal role of audience for those materials.
It is so easy to write of these things and it was so hard to do! In the course
team, we all found talking to a camera especially difficult. The classroom
performance/persona that is so natural to us does not work on video. We
wanted to seem natural, more conversational, but we felt ourselves acting
stiffly and formally. We looked away when we should have looked into the
lens. We tried to smile but when we did it mostly looked false. We stood,
sat down, walked about. We tried scripts and using an autocue, we tried
conversation, we improvised, we tried studio recording and we filmed on
location. Slowly we learnt to talk in 15 second, 30 second and 60 second
takes (rather than 30 second takes that actually ran 5 minutes). We found
that being actively involved in the editing of the tapes and spending days
sitting with a professional editor began to teach us a little about how we
could use the medium.
We persevered because student feedback was so positive. They forgave our
amateur performances. They said that it was so nice to be able to see the
person who had written the course, who would mark their assignments and
to whom they talked to on the phone or contacted by email. They liked the
audiotapes because they provided a relief from reading and because they
could listen to them as they drove to work. They said they felt they knew
us. They liked to be able to put a face to a name. They said that this made
such a difference and the emails, the phone calls and the writing they sent
all reflected this. Several times students stopped me in the Supermarket or
the Fish and Chip shop and said to me, ‘I know you, you’re my teacher’.

Change is an arrow that does not fly backwards
Nevertheless, students did not all find the adjustment easy. Some students
resented the demands that the changes made on them and wanted to return
to the well-worn pattern of reading and essay writing. This pedagogic
algorithm for distance education, which so often dominates distance
courses, echoes the pattern of recitation that is so persistent in proximal
teaching. In this pattern students felt familiarity, they knew what was
expected of them, they were able to manage their time effectively and
produce outcomes that provided a sense of progression and achievement. ‘I
don’t want this course to change my life!’ said one particularly critical, and
perceptive, student. Academics too found the conventional pattern one that
they could manage as a set of pedagogic routines; some of them did not
want their lives to change either.
But once started we found that we could not stop. Having started to do
some small things differently, we began to change the way we taught and
-7-
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the way we thought about teaching. We did a lot of research, but research
of a different kind. I apprenticed myself to a radio producer and made a
number of radio programs in an attempt to become more effective in, what
was for me, a new oral/aural medium. One of the team (Ron Lewis) picked
up on part of the course that was about the use of space in classrooms and
spent several months attached to an architectural practice as they worked
on the design for a new school. A third team member, Helen Modra, whose
interests were in literacy and student writing, changed her PhD topic from a
more conventional distance education study to investigate ‘silence’. Her
theme was that: ‘Educational theory, if distanced from experience,
positions silence as a problem rather than as a site of possibility’ (Modra
1998). Helen’s thesis investigated the experiences of silence in the lives of a
wide range of educators, including a composer, a novelist, a meditation
teacher, an Orthodox priest, a high school teacher, an Anglican priest, an
actor, a grief counsellor, and a university lecturer. She concluded that
‘focussing on silence as experience, . . . suggests new ways of enriching
pedagogical practice’. In the conventional classroom, silence is often
treated as a non-productive category (hence the ‘time-on-task’ literature),
despite a long tradition of meditative practice in many cultures. In distance
education the notion of silence takes on new meanings, demands new forms
of practice and revisiting educational values.
We learnt a lot from one another. A colleague visiting from another
university said, ‘what I always notice when I come here is that I never see
you alone, there are always groups of you together!’ In different and often
unexpected ways these changes in the way that we worked played back into
the courses that we taught and particularly into the way we were (and I
suspect, are) as teachers. They may have played back into the way that this
paper is written. I don’t think I would have written it in quite this way
before I became a distance educator.

The pedagogic switch and the curriculum
Just as curriculum may be transformed by pedagogy, so the pedagogic
switch changed the curriculum of distance learning. The explicit curriculum
and the informal curriculum began to crossover.
Much of what is off-stage in conventional teaching, for instance, discussions
with academic colleagues, conversations with students over coffee or at
lunch, talk ‘about’ the course as opposed to what was ‘in’ the course, found
its way into the curriculum of the distance course. One paper that we
included in our readings we printed (with the author’s permission!) in draft
form, complete with his handwritten annotations. The course editor
assumed this was a mistake and offered to tidy it up for us, but we wanted
it untidy! We wanted students to have a glimpse behind the scenes of
academic life, and for a moment to suspend their belief in its perfection.

-8-
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Assessment, which is normally seen as a technical matter, clipped on to the
course as a set of routines and procedures, became an integral part of our
course. We made assessment part of the curriculum. We argued from a set
of principles for a particular approach to assessment rather than making
assumptions or arbitrary decisions. We made the course task-based and used
tasks to drive the curriculum, rather than the other way around. We set
tasks that made different demands on students and were amazed at their
willingness to try out our wildest ideas.
We began to think of the curriculum of distance education as needing to
include material that is left to informal processes in conventional teaching.
We increasingly saw the importance of giving access to the working culture
of the course team, and to the academic ‘invisible’ college beyond the
institution. We focussed less on teaching specific content and more on
giving students a sense of belonging to a culture of scholarship and research.
We did this, in part, by reshaping the assessment process, dismantling
summative assessment and replacing it with sequences of research-based
tasks. We did this in part to shift the onus of assessment from the teacher to
the student, to reduce the dependency of the student on the judgement of
the teacher, to give to the student the grounds on which to make their own
judgements about the quality of their work. None of this was easy and often
we failed, but we did not give up and we kept trying.

The pedagogic switch and distance learning
Sometimes it is said that teaching is the mirror image of learning - or more
accurately of ‘studenting’; for learning is but a small part of what students
do in class, just as teaching involves much more than the presentation of
knowledge.
The assumption is that we cannot teach in an empty space and that teaching
only exists when someone is being taught. To be a speaker requires a
hearer. The student may not be present in the same space or at the same
time as the teacher, but without an active and engaged student presence,
teaching cannot exist. Teaching that lacks a specific and identifiable
audience is not really teaching, it might be technical or religious
instruction, political propaganda or health promotion, but it is not teaching.
In this argument, it is interaction that essentially defines teaching. In
particular it is the opportunity for the student (and the teacher) to
question, to challenge, to listen and reflect critically on what is said, ideally
to be able to test ideas to destruction. As a consequence of such
interaction, teacher and students come to know one another, and such
knowledge is an identifier of teaching. Good teaching reveals to people
(teachers and students) how they each think. The teacher we are becomes
the person we are.

-9-
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It is mainly in the interactive phase that what we teach becomes embodied
in us as the teacher. Teaching always involves a selection of content,
method and approach from a wider range of possibilities and so is not
neutral but inextricably tied to principles, beliefs and values. While we
might attempt to argue objectively and with disinterest and to encourage
students in doing the same, we know, at heart, that theories are not simply
infinitely interchangeable sets of ideas but are often deeply held and
resistant to rejection. For teaching is not just a matter of giving a
competent performance or a demonstration - a limited technical activity
that requires certain skills. In order to teach we must become the teacher:
teaching is not only a task, or even a role; it is an identity and it invokes
values. In order to teach effectively, what we teach must come from within
us. ‘Teachers’, Lawrence Stenhouse, once wrote, ‘express knowledge to
people’, but he did not mean by this that teachers only express knowledge.
Teaching is a serious and demanding intellectual task: ‘not to be regarded
as a static accomplishment like riding a bicycle or keeping a ledger;
[teaching] is, like all arts of high ambition, a strategy to be adopted in the
face of an impossible task.’ (Stenhouse 1979 p124).
If teaching is defined in these terms, as the failure to fully achieve
aspiration, and if it is also essentially an expressive performance, then this
creates the ground on which particular forms of personality and ways of
thinking and being in the world will grow. The teacher we are becomes the
person we are.
What this implies for learning is that there is necessarily a degree of
identification with the teacher by the student. The student does not simply
‘learn’, but (almost always) learns from someone. Which implies for the
teacher that they need to become someone from whom it is possible to
learn. So the learner too must take a part in a particular psychological
drama: just as being a child requires you to be part of a family, so being a
student requires you to be dependent on a teacher.
There are, of course, many things we learn that we learn in a less socially
embedded way, though I think there are fewer of these than we might at
first think. Learning from books, video or personal correspondence is just as
much learning from someone as learning in a classroom. Most learning of
skills is learnt from modelling and practice, not practice alone. Seeing
someone else do it, and maybe hearing them talk about what they are doing
is one of the most effective learning systems we know, whether we are
learning a laboratory technique, how to play a musical instrument, another
language, a software package, a recipe, how to fish, or how to drive a
vehicle. It is a myth that we can just as easily learn these things alone
through some disembodied and codified instructional process. Ten minutes
spent with the instruction booklet for a video recorder is usually
demonstration enough that the process works best when humanly mediated:
when someone shows us how. Or, to invoke a contrary image, think of all
-10-
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the TV cookery that is as much about the cook as it is about realising
recipes.
In the way we teach we provide a point of access, not just to what we think,
but also to how we think, which is what makes teaching personal and
individual and not fully reducible to training formulae or to style. One
consequence is that often learners come to feel dependent on their teacher,
especially at the start (Salzberger-Wittenberg, Henry &Osborne 1983). They
may respond to this feeling of dependence in different ways (including
disaffection) but for them to work to a point of autonomy requires effort,
intellectual and emotional.

Is distance teaching the ‘real thing’?
In distance education programs (and increasingly in teaching in virtual
environments), we almost always face an initial sense that the course will
somehow be ‘less than the real thing’, simply because distance seems to
make human mediation difficult. Despite what I have said, from the outside
a course mediated through texts, tapes, telephones and screens somehow
seems a pale shadow of courses taught in classrooms and lecture theatres however poor the performance of the lecturer, the organisation of the
material or the content of the curriculum.
Many distance education programs assume that the deficit they face in
trying to make distance education ‘real’ involves ‘interaction’ and so they
invest heavily in forms of presentation, which build interaction into courses.
This may take the form of simple quizzes, or telephone tutorials, computer
conferences or the range of interactive software increasingly available.
Anything that makes text more engaging is seen to be a good thing, but to
change only the surface appearance of the text is a mistaken turn. It always
seems false when the computer asks you for your name and then uses it to
address you, to personalise its instruction (even though humans often act
very similarly). There may be other good reasons for designing greater
interactivity into teaching (proximal and distant) but to assume that the key
technological issue in distance education is to develop better forms of
interaction I think takes us away from the point.
What characterises the simultaneous presence of teacher and students in
the classroom is not interaction but presence. In the proximal classroom,
presence is hard-wired, in virtual classes we have to find other ways. You
might, as we did, use other media or you might try forms of text that are
more engaging. It would be interesting to develop a distance course based
on personal correspondence, or within an email chat room, or by exchanging
audio or video tapes, weblogs or photographs. These other ways each carry
their own values and ways of being in the world, each offers a different way
of providing a space in which to present knowledge and be present in
knowledge, and each offers a different way of learning and of knowing what
it is to learn. But what counts is commitment and engagement in the
-11-
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exploration of ideas: the engagement of students and teachers. Too often
distance education is seen as providing a way that students can scale down
their commitment (and still qualify) and teachers can manage their teaching
commitments and still do research. The issue is not inherent in the nature
and practice of distance education, but in the way we are tempted to cut
corners because we face other demands on our time.

The demise of distance education
In what I have written to this point I have looking at the differences
between distance education and face-to-face teaching in terms of the
different modes of performance that each requires. This discussion assumes
a binary distinction between the two educational forms (of distance and
proximal teaching) that is institutionalised, an assumption that is
increasingly precarious. Increasingly the issues in education are not about its
form but about the directions that universities have taken in attempting to
accommodate government policy.
Otto Peters (Peters 2000), one of the major theoretical commentators on
open and distance education (ODE) over many years, has recently written of
the demise of distance education. Peters does not argue that distance
education no longer exists but that it is losing its identity as a distinct
category. In the contemporary university, he argues, there is a growing
convergence between conventional and distance education and that, rather
being marginal to the university, distance education is increasingly
becoming part of the mainstream. Just as every university now has a web
site to support its student recruitment activities, so nearly every university
has some involvement in offering courses on-line, to distant students or
through some form of off-campus provision. Peters argues that as
universities become instruments of mass education, as higher education
consequently becomes politicised, and as information technologies
increasingly transform curriculum, teaching, learning and assessment, so
mixes and hybrids of ODE and conventional teaching, in the form of ‘flexible
delivery’, become dominant and ubiquitous.
As politics press universities to adopt forms of teaching that combine
distance and proximal approaches so, Peters argues, the key distinction that
emerges is, not that between ODE and conventional teaching, but between
teaching and research.
In German universities, teaching continues to have a lower priority than
research. Lectures, classes, seminars and periods of practical training are
usually overcrowded. There is a general lack of support services for
students. The jungle of courses, degrees and examination requirements . . .
means that students are faced with almost insurmountable problems.

Peters 2000 (p. 10)
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Peters is clear that in current circumstances, the separation of ODE from
the mainstream can no longer be sustained and in future the successful
university will be one in which the two models coalesce. This leads him to
argue for placing teaching itself as central to the role and function of the
university.
Teaching must not continue to be peripheral, carried on by the incidental
interests and activities of some members of the middle hierarchy. It must be
made into an essential task of the university that is taken up in the first
place by all university teachers

Peters 2000 (p 12)
The issue, Peters identifies is that, in the contemporary university, the
challenge is less about debates between forms of teaching and more about
the relationships between research and teaching. This has particular
relevance in the context of the argument I developed earlier, that distance
education creates the basis for a set of distinctive pedagogical practices. If
this were so then it would seem likely that distance education would relate
to research in different ways. Critically, it will provide ways of thinking
about research-led teaching that might not occur (or be feasible) in the
proximal context. (For a conceptual and educational analysis of the notion
of 'research-led teaching', see the report written by Zamorski (2000)

In defence of virtuality
Otto Peters predictions are fast becoming evident. The nature of teaching in
universities is changing almost everywhere. In the UK we are attempting to
manage a large increase in numbers (the Government aim is to have 50% of
school leavers in higher education from a base of around 30%), there is little
expansion of resources and the building stock is aging and often
inappropriate to current needs. We also face a major staff development
problem, since university teachers have not in the past been trained to
teach, and their careers (as Otto Peters points out) are dependent more on
their research than on their teaching. Pay rates too are relatively lower
than in schools. ‘Teaching’ is also changing in training settings and in
commerce, the public services and in industry. Almost all pedagogic
assumptions need to be rethought.
In terms of learning technology, universities everywhere are rapidly
expanding access to courses and academics are enhancing their teaching
programs through their use of the web. We have moved past the point of
seeing web pages as additions to reading lists, and increasingly incorporate
them in class activities. They are used, not just for text storage, but also
increasingly for other things - for web casts and conferences, as virtual
learning environments (V/MLEs), to manage discussion and other group
activities, and to access the growing public resource base now available (for
example, in the UK, from JISC projects). In actuality, we are rapidly
dismantling the conceptual distinctions between distance and face-to-face
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teaching, leaving much of the previous debate stranded and simultaneously
creating the ground for new debates around the possibilities of realising
alternative pedagogies.

The demise of the classroom
Technically and practically there is ground for claiming that the ‘classroom’,
as a physical, educational and emotional space, is under erasure. We do not
need it anymore, it continues to exist only out of organisational inertia and
because universities have invested in concrete spaces and tools; in rooms,
furniture, display systems, timetables and people. Dedicated distance
organisations (the many Open Universities around the world, the School of
the Air and many in-house training programs) suggest that there are gains to
be made in thinking (and acting) outside of this frame. What we fail to
understand are the educational implications of this shift.
In rethinking the classroom, a key element concerns the role of the teacher.
The default position seems to be that distance teaching requires only the
addition of a few skills not already in the repertoire of the conventional
teacher. That once in place, most distance courses can run in a high
volume/low maintenance mode with tutorial and technical support alone,
provided an efficient administrative system is in place. This model,
sometimes referred to as the ‘OU Model’ after the very successful (and
often highly innovative) programs developed by the UK Open University. But
the assumption that such a model can be implemented by providing some
technical support to conventional ‘trained’ lecturers is questionable.
Implementing a distance program requires new forms of pedagogy, though
these are not always fully recognised, and are less easily replicated than is
often assumed. Those implicated need time and resources as well as
technical assistance to make the changes that this requires. If the classroom
becomes virtual an organisational infrastructure is vital to make educational
programs work. There is no space for amateurism and lack of supportive
infrastructure (dedicated library, study support, student records and
admissions). In a distance education institution all is visible and there are no
places to hide.
We need to remember that the ‘classroom’ is not a free-standing social
construct. Behind the idea of the classroom lie other concepts and ideas, in
particular the notion of simultaneous instruction, a particular view of the
curriculum and of what it means to learn as well as to teach. David
Hamilton (1989) has explained how the classroom emerged in the nineteenth
century as a constellation of solutions to problems of the time that have
since become endemic to our thinking and implicit in our language. Some of
these ideas and concepts are architectural, some educational, and some
social. (‘Classroom’ derives from ‘classify’, ‘standards’ from the flags at the
end of the ‘forms’ on which pupils sat, ‘curriculum’ probably, from the
racetrack of Greek antiquity). Such notions are not shifted by technology
alone but by significant, concomitant social change. In thinking about ways
-14-
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in which education may be changing and in moving to adopt new sets of
practices and new forms of interaction, we are necessarily drawn into
thinking about social change.
When students ask if someone is there, they are partly asking from a sense
of social dislocation, from being caught up in the process of social change
and being personally troubled by the experience. What they want is, not
simply an organisational response, but access to the means of understanding
their circumstances and the capacity to act in new ways.

-----oo00oo-----
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Mixed Methods Research:
A Research Paradigm Whose Time Has Come
by R. Burke Johnson and Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie
The purposes of this article are to position mixed methods research
(mixed research is a synonym) as the natural complement to traditional qualitative and quantitative research, to present pragmatism
as offering an attractive philosophical partner for mixed methods research, and to provide a framework for designing and conducting
mixed methods research. In doing this, we brieﬂy review the paradigm “wars” and incompatibility thesis, we show some commonalities between quantitative and qualitative research, we explain the
tenets of pragmatism, we explain the fundamental principle of mixed
research and how to apply it, we provide speciﬁc sets of designs for
the two major types of mixed methods research (mixed-model designs and mixed-method designs), and, ﬁnally, we explain mixed methods research as following (recursively) an eight-step process. A key
feature of mixed methods research is its methodological pluralism
or eclecticism, which frequently results in superior research (compared to monomethod research). Mixed methods research will be
successful as more investigators study and help advance its concepts
and as they regularly practice it.

or more than a century, the advocates of quantitative and
qualitative research paradigms have engaged in ardent dispute.1 From these debates, purists have emerged on both
sides (cf. Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).2
Quantitative purists (Ayer, 1959; Maxwell & Delaney, 2004;
Popper, 1959; Schrag, 1992) articulate assumptions that are consistent with what is commonly called a positivist philosophy.3, 4
That is, quantitative purists believe that social observations
should be treated as entities in much the same way that physical
scientists treat physical phenomena. Further, they contend that
the observer is separate from the entities that are subject to observation. Quantitative purists maintain that social science
inquiry should be objective. That is, time- and context-free generalizations (Nagel, 1986) are desirable and possible, and real
causes of social scientiﬁc outcomes can be determined reliably
and validly. According to this school of thought, educational researchers should eliminate their biases, remain emotionally detached and uninvolved with the objects of study, and test or
empirically justify their stated hypotheses. These researchers have
traditionally called for rhetorical neutrality, involving a formal

F
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writing style using the impersonal passive voice and technical terminology, in which establishing and describing social laws is the
major focus (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).
Qualitative purists (also called constructivists and interpretivists)
reject what they call positivism. They argue for the superiority of
constructivism, idealism, relativism, humanism, hermeneutics,
and, sometimes, postmodernism (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln
& Guba, 2000; Schwandt, 2000; Smith, 1983, 1984). These
purists contend that multiple-constructed realities abound, that
time- and context-free generalizations are neither desirable nor
possible, that research is value-bound, that it is impossible to differentiate fully causes and effects, that logic ﬂows from speciﬁc
to general (e.g., explanations are generated inductively from the
data), and that knower and known cannot be separated because
the subjective knower is the only source of reality (Guba, 1990).
Qualitative purists also are characterized by a dislike of a detached and passive style of writing, preferring, instead, detailed,
rich, and thick (empathic) description, written directly and somewhat informally.
Both sets of purists view their paradigms as the ideal for research, and, implicitly if not explicitly, they advocate the incompatibility thesis (Howe, 1988), which posits that qualitative
and quantitative research paradigms, including their associated
methods, cannot and should not be mixed. The quantitative
versus qualitative debate has been so divisive that some graduate students who graduate from educational institutions with an
aspiration to gain employment in the world of academia or research are left with the impression that they have to pledge allegiance to one research school of thought or the other. Guba (a
leading qualitative purist) clearly represented the purist position
when he contended that “accommodation between paradigms
is impossible . . . we are led to vastly diverse, disparate, and totally antithetical ends” (Guba, 1990, p. 81). A disturbing feature of the paradigm wars has been the relentless focus on the
differences between the two orientations. Indeed, the two dominant research paradigms have resulted in two research cultures,
“one professing the superiority of ‘deep, rich observational data’
and the other the virtues of ‘hard, generalizable’ . . . data”
(Sieber, 1973, p. 1335).
Our purpose in writing this article is to present mixed methods research as the third research paradigm in educational research.5 We hope the ﬁeld will move beyond quantitative versus
qualitative research arguments because, as recognized by mixed
methods research, both quantitative and qualitative research are
important and useful. The goal of mixed methods research is not
to replace either of these approaches but rather to draw from the
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strengths and minimize the weaknesses of both in single research
studies and across studies. If you visualize a continuum with
qualitative research anchored at one pole and quantitative research anchored at the other, mixed methods research covers the
large set of points in the middle area. If one prefers to think categorically, mixed methods research sits in a new third chair, with
qualitative research sitting on the left side and quantitative research sitting on the right side.
Mixed methods research offers great promise for practicing
researchers who would like to see methodologists describe and
develop techniques that are closer to what researchers actually
use in practice. Mixed methods research as the third research
paradigm can also help bridge the schism between quantitative
and qualitative research (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2004a). Methodological work on the mixed methods research paradigm can
be seen in several recent books (Brewer & Hunter, 1989;
Creswell, 2003; Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989; Johnson
& Christensen, 2004; Newman & Benz, 1998; Reichardt &
Rallis, 1994; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, 2003). Much work
remains to be undertaken in the area of mixed methods research
regarding its philosophical positions, designs, data analysis, validity strategies, mixing and integration procedures, and rationales, among other things. We will try to clarify the most
important issues in the remainder of this article.
Commonalities Among the Traditional Paradigms
Although there are many important paradigmatic differences between qualitative and quantitative research (which have been frequently written about in the Educational Researcher and other
places), there are some similarities between the various approaches
that are sometimes overlooked. For example, both quantitative
and qualitative researchers use empirical observations to address
research questions. Sechrest and Sidani (1995, p. 78) point out
that both methodologies “describe their data, construct explanatory arguments from their data, and speculate about why the
outcomes they observed happened as they did.” Additionally,
both sets of researchers incorporate safeguards into their inquiries
in order to minimize conﬁrmation bias and other sources of invalidity (or lack of trustworthiness) that have the potential to
exist in every research study (Sandelowski, 1986).
Regardless of paradigmatic orientation, all research in the social sciences represents an attempt to provide warranted assertions
about human beings (or speciﬁc groups of human beings) and the
environments in which they live and evolve (Biesta & Burbules,
2003). In the social and behavioral sciences, this goal of understanding leads to the examination of many different phenomena,
including holistic phenomena such as intentions, experiences, attitudes, and culture, as well as more reductive phenomena such as
macromolecules, nerve cells, micro-level homunculi, and biochemical computational systems (de Jong, 2003). There is room
in ontology for mental and social reality as well as the more micro
and more clearly material reality. Although certain methodologies tend to be associated with one particular research tradition,
Dzurec and Abraham (1993, p. 75) suggest that “the objectives,
scope, and nature of inquiry are consistent across methods and
across paradigms.” We contend that researchers and research
methodologists need to be asking when each research approach

is most helpful and when and how they should be mixed or combined in their research studies.
We contend that epistemological and methodological pluralism
should be promoted in educational research so that researchers are
informed about epistemological and methodological possibilities
and, ultimately, so that we are able to conduct more effective research. Today’s research world is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary, complex, and dynamic; therefore, many researchers
need to complement one method with another, and all researchers
need a solid understanding of multiple methods used by other
scholars to facilitate communication, to promote collaboration,
and to provide superior research. Taking a non-purist or compatibilist or mixed position allows researchers to mix and match
design components that offer the best chance of answering their
speciﬁc research questions. Although many research procedures
or methods typically have been linked to certain paradigms, this
linkage between research paradigm and research methods is neither sacrosanct nor necessary (Howe, 1988, 1992). For example,
qualitative researchers should be free to use quantitative methods, and quantitative researchers should be free to use qualitative
methods. Also, research in a content domain that is dominated
by one method often can be better informed by the use of multiple methods (e.g., to give a read on methods-induced bias, for
corroboration, for complimentarity, for expansion; see Greene et
al., 1989). We contend that epistemological and paradigmatic
ecumenicalism is within reach in the research paradigm of mixed
methods research.
Philosophical Issues Debates
As noted by Onwuegbuzie and Teddlie (2003), some individuals
who engage in the qualitative versus quantitative paradigm debate
appear to confuse the logic of justiﬁcation with research methods.
That is, there is a tendency among some researchers to treat
epistemology and method as being synonymous (Bryman, 1984;
Howe, 1992). This is far from being the case because the logic of
justiﬁcation (an important aspect of epistemology) does not dictate what speciﬁc data collection and data analytical methods researchers must use. There is rarely entailment from epistemology
to methodology (Johnson, Meeker, Loomis, & Onwuegbuzie,
2004; Phillips, 2004). For example, differences in epistemological beliefs (such as a difference in beliefs about the appropriate
logic of justiﬁcation) should not prevent a qualitative researcher
from utilizing data collection methods more typically associated
with quantitative research, and vice versa.
There are several interesting myths that appear to be held by
some purists. For example, on the “positivist” side of the fence,
the barriers that quantitative educational researchers have built
arise from a narrow deﬁnition of the concept of “science.” 6 As
noted by Onwuegbuzie (2002), modern day “positivists” claim
that science involves conﬁrmation and falsiﬁcation, and that
these methods and procedures are to be carried out objectively.
However, they disregard the fact that many human (i.e., subjective) decisions are made throughout the research process and that
researchers are members of various social groups. A few examples
of subjectivism and intersubjectivism in quantitative research include deciding what to study (i.e., what are the important problems?), developing instruments that are believed to measure what
the researcher views as being the target construct, choosing the
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speciﬁc tests and items for measurement, making score interpretations, selecting alpha levels (e.g., .05), drawing conclusions and
interpretations based on the collected data, deciding what elements of the data to emphasize or publish, and deciding what
ﬁndings are practically signiﬁcant. Obviously, the conduct of
fully objective and value-free research is a myth, even though the
regulatory ideal of objectivity can be a useful one.
Qualitative researchers also are not immune from constructive
criticism. Some qualitative purists (e.g., Guba, 1990) openly
admit that they adopt an unqualiﬁed or strong relativism, which
is logically self-refuting and (in its strong form) hinders the development and use of systematic standards for judging research
quality (when it comes to research quality, it is not the case that
anyone’s opinion about quality is just as good as the next person’s, because some people have no training or expertise or even
interest in research). We suspect that most researchers are soft relativists (e.g., respecting the opinions and views of different people and different groups). When dealing with human research,
soft relativism simply refers to a respect and interest in understanding and depicting individual and social group differences
(i.e., their different perspectives) and a respect for democratic approaches to group opinion and value selection. Again, however,
a strong relativism or strong constructivism runs into problems;
for example, it is not a matter of opinion (or individual reality)
that one should or can drive on the left-hand side of the road in
Great Britain—if one chooses to drive on the right side, he or she
will likely have a head-on collision, at some point, and end up in
the hospital intensive care unit, or worse (this is a case where subjective and objective realities directly meet and clash). The strong
ontological relativistic or constructivist claim in qualitative research that multiple, contradictory, but equally valid accounts of
the same phenomenon are multiple realities also poses some potential problems. Generally speaking, subjective states (i.e., created and experienced realities) that vary from person to person
and that are sometimes called “realities” should probably be
called (for the purposes of clarity and greater precision) multiple
perspectives or opinions or beliefs (depending on the speciﬁc phenomenon being described) rather than multiple realities (Phillips
& Burbules, 2000). If a qualitative researcher insists on using the
word reality for subjective states, then for clarity we would recommend that the word subjective be placed in front of the word
reality (i.e., as in subjective reality or in many cases intersubjective reality) to direct the reader to the focus of the statement. We
agree with qualitative researchers that value stances are often
needed in research; however, it also is important that research is
more than simply one researcher’s highly idiosyncratic opinions
written into a report. Fortunately, many strategies are recognized
and regularly used in qualitative research (such as member checking, triangulation, negative case sampling, pattern matching, external audits) to help overcome this potential problem and
produce high-quality and rigorous qualitative research. Finally,
qualitative researchers sometimes do not pay due attention to
providing an adequate rationale for interpretations of their data
(Onwuegbuzie, 2000), and qualitative methods of analyses too
“often remain private and unavailable for public inspection”
(Constas, 1992, p. 254). Without public inspection and adequate standards, how is one to decide whether what is claimed is
trustworthy or defensible?
16

Fortunately, many (or most?) qualitative researchers and quantitative researchers (i.e., postpositivists) have now reached basic
agreement on several major points of earlier philosophical disagreement (e.g., Phillips & Burbules, 2000; Reichardt & Cook,
1979; Reichardt & Rallis, 1994). Basic agreement has been
reached on each of the following issues: (a) the relativity of the
“light of reason” (i.e., what appears reasonable can vary across persons); (b) theory-laden perception or the theory-ladenness of facts
(i.e., what we notice and observe is affected by our background
knowledge, theories, and experiences; in short, observation is not
a perfect and direct window into “reality”); (c) underdetermination of theory by evidence (i.e., it is possible for more than
one theory to ﬁt a single set of empirical data); (d) the DuhemQuine thesis or idea of auxiliary assumptions (i.e., a hypothesis
cannot be fully tested in isolation because to make the test we
also must make various assumptions; the hypothesis is embedded
in a holistic network of beliefs; and alternative explanations will
continue to exist); (e) the problem of induction (i.e., the recognition that we only obtain probabilistic evidence, not ﬁnal proof in
empirical research; in short, we agree that the future may not resemble the past); (f) the social nature of the research enterprise
(i.e., researchers are embedded in communities and they clearly
have and are affected by their attitudes, values, and beliefs); and
(g) the value-ladenness of inquiry (this is similar to the last point
but speciﬁcally points out that human beings can never be completely value free, and that values affect what we choose to investigate, what we see, and how we interpret what we see).
Pragmatism as the Philosophical Partner
for Mixed Methods Research
We do not aim to solve the metaphysical, epistemological, axiological (e.g., ethical, normative), and methodological differences
between the purist positions. And we do not believe that mixed
methods research is currently in a position to provide perfect solutions. Mixed methods research should, instead (at this time),
use a method and philosophy that attempt to ﬁt together the insights provided by qualitative and quantitative research into a
workable solution. Along these lines, we advocate consideration
of the pragmatic method of the classical pragmatists (e.g.,
Charles Sanders Peirce, William James, and John Dewey) as a
way for researchers to think about the traditional dualisms that
have been debated by the purists. Taking a pragmatic and balanced or pluralist position will help improve communication
among researchers from different paradigms as they attempt to
advance knowledge (Maxcy, 2003; Watson, 1990). Pragmatism
also helps to shed light on how research approaches can be mixed
fruitfully (Hoshmand, 2003); the bottom line is that research approaches should be mixed in ways that offer the best opportunities for answering important research questions.
The pragmatic rule or maxim or method states that the current
meaning or instrumental or provisional truth value (which James
[1995, 1907 original] would term “cash value”) of an expression
(e.g., “all reality has a material base” or “qualitative research is superior for uncovering humanistic research ﬁndings”) is to be determined by the experiences or practical consequences of belief
in or use of the expression in the world (Murphy, 1990). One
can apply this sensible effects- or outcome-oriented rule through
thinking (thinking about what will happen if you do X), practi-
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cal experiences (observing what happens in your experience when
you do X), or experiments (formally or informally trying a rule
and observing the consequences or outcomes).
In the words of Charles Sanders Peirce (1878), the pragmatic
method or maxim (which is used to determine the meaning of
words, concepts, statements, ideas, beliefs) implies that we should
“consider what effects, that might conceivably have practical
bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have. Then
our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of
the object” (this quote is found at the end of Section II in How
to Make Our Ideas Clear). Building on Peirce’s lead, James (1995,
1907 original) argued that “The pragmatic method is primarily
a method of settling metaphysical disputes that otherwise might
be interminable. . . . The pragmatic method in such cases is to
try to interpret each notion by tracing its respective practical consequences” (p. 18). Extending the works of Peirce and James,
Dewey spent his career applying pragmatic principles in developing his philosophy and in the practice of educating children
(e.g., the Experimental School of Chicago). Dewey (1948, 1920
original) stated that “in order to discover the meaning of the idea
[we must] ask for its consequences” (p. 132). In short, when
judging ideas we should consider their empirical and practical
consequences. Peirce, James, and Dewey were all interested in examining practical consequences and empirical ﬁndings to help in
understanding the import of philosophical positions and, importantly, to help in deciding which action to take next as one
attempts to better understand real-world phenomena (including
psychological, social, and educational phenomena).
If two ontological positions about the mind/body problem
(e.g., monism versus dualism), for example, do not make a difference in how we conduct our research then the distinction is,
for practical purposes, not very meaningful. We suspect that
some philosophical differences may lead to important practical
consequences while many others may not.7 The full sets of beliefs characterizing the qualitative and quantitative approaches or
paradigms have resulted in different practices, and, based on our
observation and study, we believe it is clear that both qualitative
and quantitative research have many beneﬁts and many costs. In
some situations the qualitative approach will be more appropriate;
in other situations the quantitative approach will be more appropriate. In many situations, researchers can put together insights
and procedures from both approaches to produce a superior product (i.e., often mixed methods research provides a more workable
solution and produces a superior product). We are advocating a
needs-based or contingency approach to research method and
concept selection.
Philosophical debates will not end as a result of pragmatism,
and certainly they should not end. Nonetheless, we agree with
others in the mixed methods research movement that consideration and discussion of pragmatism by research methodologists
and empirical researchers will be productive because it offers an
immediate and useful middle position philosophically and methodologically; it offers a practical and outcome-oriented method
of inquiry that is based on action and leads, iteratively, to further
action and the elimination of doubt; and it offers a method for
selecting methodological mixes that can help researchers better
answer many of their research questions. Pragmatically inclined
philosophers and researchers also would suggest that we can reach

some agreement about the importance of many (culturally derived) values and desired ends, such as, for example, preventing
the dropping out of school by adolescents, reducing the use of illicit drugs by children and adolescents, ﬁnding effective teaching
techniques for different kinds of students, educating children
and adults (i.e., increasing their knowledge), helping to reduce
discrimination in society, and attempting to eliminate or reduce
mental, learning, and other disabilities. In other words, pragmatism takes an explicitly value-oriented approach to research.
We reject an incompatibilist, either/or approach to paradigm
selection and we recommend a more pluralistic or compatibilist
approach. Beyond the basic pragmatic method or maxim (i.e.,
translated in mixed methods research as “choose the combination or mixture of methods and procedures that works best for
answering your research questions”) there also is a full philosophical system of pragmatism which was systematically developed by the classical pragmatists (Peirce, James, Dewey) and has
been reﬁned in newer directions by latter-day neo-pragmatists
(e.g., Davidson, Rescher, Rorty, Putnam) (see Menand, 1997;
Murphy, 1990; Rescher, 2000; Rorty, 2000). To provide the
reader with a better understanding of the full philosophy of pragmatism (for consideration), we have outlined, in Table 1, what
we believe are classical pragmatism’s most general and important
characteristics.
Although we endorse pragmatism as a philosophy that can
help to build bridges between conﬂicting philosophies, pragmatism, like all current philosophies, has some shortcomings. In
Table 2 we present some of these. Researchers who are interested
in applying pragmatism in their works should consider the shortcomings, which also need to be addressed by philosophically inclined methodologists as they work on the project of developing
a fully working philosophy for mixed methods research. Practicing researchers should be reﬂexive and strategic in avoiding the
potential consequences of these weaknesses in their works.
Comparing Qualitative, Quantitative,
and Mixed Methods Research
Mixed methods research is formally deﬁned here as the class of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language
into a single study. Philosophically, it is the “third wave” or third
research movement, a movement that moves past the paradigm
wars by offering a logical and practical alternative. Philosophically,
mixed research makes use of the pragmatic method and system
of philosophy. Its logic of inquiry includes the use of induction
(or discovery of patterns), deduction (testing of theories and
hypotheses), and abduction (uncovering and relying on the
best of a set of explanations for understanding one’s results) (e.g.,
de Waal, 2001).
Mixed methods research also is an attempt to legitimate the
use of multiple approaches in answering research questions, rather
than restricting or constraining researchers’ choices (i.e., it rejects
dogmatism). It is an expansive and creative form of research, not
a limiting form of research. It is inclusive, pluralistic, and complementary, and it suggests that researchers take an eclectic approach to method selection and the thinking about and conduct
of research. What is most fundamental is the research question—
research methods should follow research questions in a way that
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Table 1
General Characteristics of Pragmatism
• The project of pragmatism has been to ﬁnd a middle ground
between philosophical dogmatisms and skepticism and to ﬁnd
a workable solution (sometimes including outright rejection)
to many longstanding philosophical dualisms about which
agreement has not been historically forthcoming.
• Rejects traditional dualisms (e.g., rationalism vs. empiricism,
realism vs. antirealism, free will vs. determinism, Platonic appearance vs. reality, facts vs. values, subjectivism vs. objectivism) and generally prefers more moderate and commonsense
versions of philosophical dualisms based on how well they
work in solving problems.
• Recognizes the existence and importance of the natural or
physical world as well as the emergent social and psychological world that includes language, culture, human institutions,
and subjective thoughts.
• Places high regard for the reality of and inﬂuence of the inner
world of human experience in action.
• Knowledge is viewed as being both constructed and based on
the reality of the world we experience and live in.
• Replaces the historically popular epistemic distinction between
subject and external object with the naturalistic and processoriented organism-environment transaction.
• Endorses fallibilism (current beliefs and research conclusions
are rarely, if ever, viewed as perfect, certain, or absolute).
• Justiﬁcation comes in the form of what Dewey called “warranted assertability.”
• According to Peirce, “reasoning should not form a chain which
is no stronger than its weakest link, but a cable whose ﬁbers may
be ever so slender, provided they are sufficiently numerous and
intimately connected” (1868, in Menand, 1997, pp. 5–6).
• Theories are viewed instrumentally (they become true and
they are true to different degrees based on how well they currently work; workability is judged especially on the criteria of
predictability and applicability).
• Endorses eclecticism and pluralism (e.g., different, even conﬂicting, theories and perspectives can be useful; observation,
experience, and experiments are all useful ways to gain an understanding of people and the world).
• Human inquiry (i.e., what we do in our day-to-day lives as we
interact with our environments) is viewed as being analogous
to experimental and scientiﬁc inquiry. We all try out things to

offers the best chance to obtain useful answers. Many research
questions and combinations of questions are best and most fully
answered through mixed research solutions.
In order to mix research in an effective manner, researchers ﬁrst
need to consider all of the relevant characteristics of quantitative
and qualitative research. For example, the major characteristics of
traditional quantitative research are a focus on deduction, conﬁrmation, theory/hypothesis testing, explanation, prediction, standardized data collection, and statistical analysis (see Table 3 for
a more complete list). The major characteristics of traditional
qualitative research are induction, discovery, exploration, theory/
hypothesis generation, the researcher as the primary “instrument”
of data collection, and qualitative analysis (see Table 4 for a more
complete list).
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see what works, what solves problems, and what helps us to
survive. We obtain warranted evidence that provides us with
answers that are ultimately tentative (i.e., inquiry provides the
best answers we can currently muster), but, in the long run,
use of this “scientiﬁc” or evolutionary or practical epistemology moves us toward larger Truths.
Endorses a strong and practical empiricism as the path to determine what works.
Views current truth, meaning, and knowledge as tentative and
as changing over time. What we obtain on a daily basis in research should be viewed as provisional truths.
Capital “T” Truth (i.e., absolute Truth) is what will be the “ﬁnal
opinion” perhaps at the end of history. Lowercase “t” truths
(i.e., the instrumental and provisional truths that we obtain
and live by in the meantime) are given through experience and
experimenting.
Instrumental truths are a matter of degree (i.e., some estimates
are more true than others). Instrumental truth is not “stagnant,”
and, therefore, James (1995: 1907) states that we must “be
ready tomorrow to call it falsehood.”
Prefers action to philosophizing (pragmatism is, in a sense, an
anti-philosophy).
Takes an explicitly value-oriented approach to research that is
derived from cultural values; speciﬁcally endorses shared values such as democracy, freedom, equality, and progress.
Endorses practical theory (theory that informs effective practice; praxis).
Organisms are constantly adapting to new situations and environments. Our thinking follows a dynamic homeostatic
process of belief, doubt, inquiry, modiﬁed belief, new doubt,
new inquiry, . . . , in an inﬁnite loop, where the person or researcher (and research community) constantly tries to improve
upon past understandings in a way that ﬁts and works in the
world in which he or she operates. The present is always a
new starting point.
Generally rejects reductionism (e.g., reducing culture, thoughts,
and beliefs to nothing more than neurobiological processes).
Offers the “pragmatic method” for solving traditional philosophical dualisms as well as for making methodological
choices.

Gaining an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
quantitative and qualitative research puts a researcher in a position to mix or combine strategies and to use what Johnson and
Turner (2003) call the fundamental principle of mixed research.
According to this principle, researchers should collect multiple
data using different strategies, approaches, and methods in such
a way that the resulting mixture or combination is likely to result in complementary strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses
(also see Brewer & Hunter, 1989). Effective use of this principle
is a major source of justiﬁcation for mixed methods research because the product will be superior to monomethod studies. For
example, adding qualitative interviews to experiments as a manipulation check and perhaps as a way to discuss directly the issues under investigation and tap into participants’ perspectives
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Table 2
Some Weaknesses of Pragmatism
• Basic research may receive less attention than applied research
because applied research may appear to produce more immediate and practical results.
• Pragmatism may promote incremental change rather than more
fundamental, structural, or revolutionary change in society.
• Researchers from a transformative-emancipatory framework
have suggested that pragmatic researchers sometimes fail to
provide a satisfactory answer to the question “For whom is a
pragmatic solution useful?” (Mertens, 2003).
• What is meant by usefulness or workability can be vague unless explicitly addressed by a researcher.
• Pragmatic theories of truth have difficulty dealing with the
cases of useful but non-true beliefs or propositions and nonuseful but true beliefs or propositions.
• Many come to pragmatism looking for a way to get around
many traditional philosophical and ethical disputes (this includes the developers of pragmatism). Although pragmatism
has worked moderately well, when put under the microscope,
many current philosophers have rejected pragmatism because
of its logical (as contrasted with practical) failing as a solution
to many philosophical disputes.
• Some neo-pragmatists such as Rorty (and postmodernists) completely reject correspondence truth in any form, which troubles
many philosophers.

and meanings will help avoid some potential problems with the
experimental method. As another example, in a qualitative research study the researcher might want to qualitatively observe
and interview, but supplement this with a closed-ended instrument to systematically measure certain factors considered important in the relevant research literature. Both of these examples
could be improved (if the research questions can be studied this
way) by adding a component that surveys a randomly selected
sample from the population of interest to improve generalizability. If ﬁndings are corroborated across different approaches then
greater conﬁdence can be held in the singular conclusion; if the
ﬁndings conﬂict then the researcher has greater knowledge and can
modify interpretations and conclusions accordingly. In many cases
the goal of mixing is not to search for corroboration but rather to
expand one’s understanding (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2004b).
Tables 3 and 4 are speciﬁcally designed to aid in the construction of a combination of qualitative and quantitative research. After determining one’s research question(s), one can
decide whether mixed research offers the best potential for an answer; if this is the case, then one can use the tables as an aid to
help in deciding on the combination of complementary strengths
and nonoverlapping weaknesses that is appropriate for a particular study. Table 5 shows some of the strengths and weaknesses
of mixed methods research, which should aid in the decision to
use or not use a mixed methods research approach for a given research study.
Development of a Mixed Methods
Research Typology
Our mixed methods research typologies (mixed-model designs
and mixed-method designs) resulted from our consideration of

Table 3
Strengths and Weaknesses of Quantitative Research
Strengths
• Testing and validating already constructed theories about
how (and to a lesser degree, why) phenomena occur.
• Testing hypotheses that are constructed before the data are
collected. Can generalize research ﬁndings when the data
are based on random samples of sufficient size.
• Can generalize a research ﬁnding when it has been replicated on many different populations and subpopulations.
• Useful for obtaining data that allow quantitative predictions
to be made.
• The researcher may construct a situation that eliminates the
confounding inﬂuence of many variables, allowing one to
more credibly assess cause-and-effect relationships.
• Data collection using some quantitative methods is relatively quick (e.g., telephone interviews).
• Provides precise, quantitative, numerical data.
• Data analysis is relatively less time consuming (using statistical software).
• The research results are relatively independent of the researcher (e.g., effect size, statistical signiﬁcance).
• It may have higher credibility with many people in power
(e.g., administrators, politicians, people who fund programs).
• It is useful for studying large numbers of people.
Weaknesses
• The researcher’s categories that are used may not reﬂect
local constituencies’ understandings.
• The researcher’s theories that are used may not reﬂect local
constituencies’ understandings.
• The researcher may miss out on phenomena occurring because of the focus on theory or hypothesis testing rather
than on theory or hypothesis generation (called the confirmation bias ).
• Knowledge produced may be too abstract and general for
direct application to speciﬁc local situations, contexts, and
individuals.

many other typologies (especially Creswell, 1994; Morgan, 1998;
Morse, 1991; Patton, 1990; and Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998), as
well as several dimensions which one should consider when planning to conduct a mixed research study. For example, it has been
noted that one can construct mixed-model designs by mixing
qualitative and quantitative approaches within and across the
stages of research (in a simpliﬁed view, one can consider a single
study as having three stages: stating the research objective, collecting the data, and analyzing/interpreting the data; see mixedmodel designs in Johnson & Christensen, 2004; Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998). According to Morgan (1998) and Morse (1991),
one also may consider the dimension of paradigm emphasis (deciding whether to give the quantitative and qualitative components of a mixed study equal status or to give one paradigm the
dominant status). Time ordering of the qualitative and quantitative phases is another important dimension, and the phases can
be carried out sequentially or concurrently. Our mixed-method
designs (discussed below) are based on the crossing of paradigm
emphasis and time ordering of the quantitative and qualitative
phases. Another dimension for viewing mixed methods reOCTOBER 2004
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Table 4
Strengths and Weaknesses of Qualitative Research
Strengths
• The data are based on the participants’ own categories of
meaning.
• It is useful for studying a limited number of cases in depth.
• It is useful for describing complex phenomena.
• Provides individual case information.
• Can conduct cross-case comparisons and analysis.
• Provides understanding and description of people’s personal experiences of phenomena (i.e., the “emic” or insider’s
viewpoint).
• Can describe, in rich detail, phenomena as they are situated
and embedded in local contexts.
• The researcher identiﬁes contextual and setting factors as
they relate to the phenomenon of interest.
• The researcher can study dynamic processes (i.e., documenting sequential patterns and change).
• The researcher can use the primarily qualitative method of
“grounded theory” to generate inductively a tentative but
explanatory theory about a phenomenon.
• Can determine how participants interpret “constructs” (e.g.,
self-esteem, IQ).
• Data are usually collected in naturalistic settings in qualitative research.
• Qualitative approaches are responsive to local situations,
conditions, and stakeholders’ needs.

search is the degree of mixture, which would form a continuum
from monomethod to fully mixed methods. Another dimension pertains to where mixing should occur (e.g., in the objective[s], methods of data collection, research methods, during
data analysis, data interpretation). Yet another important
dimension is whether one wants to take a critical theory/
transformative-emancipatory (Mertens, 2003) approach or a less
explicitly ideological approach to a study. Ultimately, the possible number of ways that studies can involve mixing is very large
because of the many potential classiﬁcation dimensions. It is a
key point that mixed methods research truly opens up an exciting and almost unlimited potential for future research.
Toward a Parsimonious Typology
of Mixed Research Methods
The majority of mixed methods research designs can be developed from the two major types of mixed methods research:
mixed-model (mixing qualitative and quantitative approaches
within or across the stages of the research process) and mixedmethod (the inclusion of a quantitative phase and a qualitative
phase in an overall research study). Six mixed-model designs are
shown in Figure 1 (see Designs 2 through 7). These six designs
are called across-stage mixed-model designs because the mixing
takes place across the stages of the research process. An example
of a within-stage mixed-model design would be the use of a questionnaire that includes a summated rating scale (quantitative
data collection) and one or more open-ended questions (qualitative data collection).
Nine mixed-method designs are provided in Figure 2. The notation used (based on Morse, 1991) is explained at the bottom of
20

• Qualitative researchers are responsive to changes that occur
during the conduct of a study (especially during extended
ﬁeldwork) and may shift the focus of their studies as a result.
• Qualitative data in the words and categories of participants
lend themselves to exploring how and why phenomena
occur.
• One can use an important case to demonstrate vividly a
phenomenon to the readers of a report.
• Determine idiographic causation (i.e., determination of
causes of a particular event).
Weaknesses
• Knowledge produced may not generalize to other people or
other settings (i.e., ﬁndings may be unique to the relatively
few people included in the research study).
• It is difficult to make quantitative predictions.
• It is more difficult to test hypotheses and theories.
• It may have lower credibility with some administrators and
commissioners of programs.
• It generally takes more time to collect the data when compared to quantitative research.
• Data analysis is often time consuming.
• The results are more easily inﬂuenced by the researcher’s
personal biases and idiosyncrasies.

the table. To construct a mixed-method design, the researcher
must make two primary decisions: (a) whether one wants to
operate largely within one dominant paradigm or not, and
(b) whether one wants to conduct the phases concurrently or
sequentially. In contrast to mixed-model designs, mixed-method
designs are similar to conducting a quantitative mini-study and
a qualitative mini-study in one overall research study. Nonetheless, to be considered a mixed-method design, the ﬁndings must
be mixed or integrated at some point (e.g., a qualitative phase
might be conducted to inform a quantitative phase, sequentially,
or if the quantitative and qualitative phases are undertaken concurrently the ﬁndings must, at a minimum, be integrated during
the interpretation of the ﬁndings).
It is important to understand that one can easily create more
user speciﬁc and more complex designs than the ones shown in Figures 1 and 2. For example, one can develop a mixed-method design that has more stages (e.g., Qual → QUAN → Qual); one
also can design a study that includes both mixed-model and
mixed-method design features. The point is for the researcher to
be creative and not be limited by the designs listed in this article.
Furthermore, sometimes a design may emerge during a study in
new ways, depending on the conditions and information that is
obtained. A tenet of mixed methods research is that researchers
should mindfully create designs that effectively answer their research questions; this stands in contrast to the common approach
in traditional quantitative research where students are given a
menu of designs from which to select.8, 9 It also stands in stark
contrast to the approach where one completely follows either the
qualitative paradigm or the quantitative paradigm.
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Table 5
Strengths and Weaknesses of Mixed Research
Strengths
• Words, pictures, and narrative can be used to add meaning
to numbers.
• Numbers can be used to add precision to words, pictures,
and narrative.
• Can provide quantitative and qualitative research strengths
(i.e., see strengths listed in Tables 3 and 4).
• Researcher can generate and test a grounded theory.
• Can answer a broader and more complete range of research
questions because the researcher is not conﬁned to a single
method or approach.
• The speciﬁc mixed research designs discussed in this article
have speciﬁc strengths and weaknesses that should be considered (e.g., in a two-stage sequential design, the Stage 1
results can be used to develop and inform the purpose and
design of the Stage 2 component).
• A researcher can use the strengths of an additional method
to overcome the weaknesses in another method by using
both in a research study.
• Can provide stronger evidence for a conclusion through
convergence and corroboration of ﬁndings.

A Mixed Methods Research Process Model
Our mixed methods research process model comprises eight distinct steps: (1) determine the research question; (2) determine
whether a mixed design is appropriate; (3) select the mixedmethod or mixed-model research design; (4) collect the data;
(5) analyze the data; (6) interpret the data; (7) legitimate the
data; and (8) draw conclusions (if warranted) and write the ﬁnal
report. These steps are displayed in Figure 3. Although mixed research starts with a purpose and one or more research questions,
the rest of the steps can vary in order (i.e., they are not necessarily linear or unidirectional), and even the question and/or pur-

• Can add insights and understanding that might be missed
when only a single method is used.
• Can be used to increase the generalizability of the results.
• Qualitative and quantitative research used together produce
more complete knowledge necessary to inform theory and
practice.
Weaknesses
• Can be difficult for a single researcher to carry out both
qualitative and quantitative research, especially if two or
more approaches are expected to be used concurrently; it
may require a research team.
• Researcher has to learn about multiple methods and approaches and understand how to mix them appropriately.
• Methodological purists contend that one should always work
within either a qualitative or a quantitative paradigm.
• More expensive.
• More time consuming.
• Some of the details of mixed research remain to be worked
out fully by research methodologists (e.g., problems of paradigm mixing, how to qualitatively analyze quantitative data,
how to interpret conﬂicting results).

pose can be revised when needed. Figure 3 shows several arrows
leading from later steps to earlier steps indicating that mixed research involves a cyclical, recursive, and interactional process. Recursion can take place within a single study (especially an extended
study); recursion can also take place across related studies by informing future research and leading to new or reformulated research purposes and questions.
Three steps in the mixed methods research process warrant
some further discussion, especially purpose (Step 2), data analysis (Step 5), and legitimation (Step 7). As noted by Greene et al.
(1989), there are ﬁve major purposes or rationales for conducting

Qualitative Research
Objective(s)

Collect
qualitative
data

Quantitative Research
Objective(s)

Collect
quantitative
data

Collect
qualitative
data

Collect
quantitative
data

Perform
qualitative
analysis

Perform
quantitative
analysis

Perform
qualitative
analysis

Perform
quantitative
analysis

Perform
qualitative
analysis

Perform
quantitative
analysis

Perform
qualitative
analysis

Perform
quantitative
analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Designs
Note. Designs 1 and 8 on the outer edges are the monomethod designs. The mixed-model designs are Designs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.10

FIGURE 1. Monomethod and mixed-model designs.
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Time Order
Decision
Concurrent
Sequential
QUAL + QUAN
Equal
Status
Paradigm
Emphasis
Decision

QUAL + quan
Dominant
Status
QUAN + qual

QUAL

QUAN

QUAN

QUAL

QUAL quan
qual
QUAN
QUAN
quan

qual
QUAL

Note. “qual” stands for qualitative, “quan” stands for quantitative, “+” stands for concurrent, “→” stands
for sequential, capital letters denote high priority or weight, and lower case letters denote lower priority or
weight.11

FIGURE 2. Mixed-method design matrix with mixed-method research designs shown
in the four cells.

mixed methods research: (a) triangulation (i.e., seeking convergence and corroboration of results from different methods and
designs studying the same phenomenon); (b) complementarity
(i.e., seeking elaboration, enhancement, illustration, and clariﬁcation of the results from one method with results from the other
method); (c) initiation (i.e., discovering paradoxes and contradictions that lead to a re-framing of the research question); (d) development (i.e., using the ﬁndings from one method to help
inform the other method); and (e) expansion (i.e., seeking to expand the breadth and range of research by using different methods for different inquiry components).
The mixed methods research process model incorporates
Onwuegbuzie and Teddlie’s (2003) seven-stage conceptualization of the mixed methods data analysis process. According to
these authors, the seven data analysis stages are as follows: (a) data
reduction, (b) data display, (c) data transformation, (d) data correlation, (e) data consolidation, (f) data comparison, and (g) data
integration. Data reduction involves reducing the dimensionality
of the qualitative data (e.g., via exploratory thematic analysis,
memoing) and quantitative data (e.g., via descriptive statistics,
exploratory factor analysis, cluster analysis). Data display, involves describing pictorially the qualitative data (e.g., matrices,
charts, graphs, networks, lists, rubrics, and Venn diagrams) and
quantitative data (e.g., tables, graphs). This is followed (optionally) by the data transformation stage, wherein quantitative data
are converted into narrative data that can be analyzed qualitatively
(i.e., qualitized; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) and/or qualitative
data are converted into numerical codes that can be represented
statistically (i.e., quantitized; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Data
correlation involves the quantitative data being correlated with the
qualitized data or the qualitative data being correlated with the
quantitized data. This is followed by data consolidation, wherein
both quantitative and qualitative data are combined to create new
or consolidated variables or data sets. The next stage, data comparison involves comparing data from the qualitative and quan22

titative data sources. Data integration characterizes the ﬁnal stage,
whereby both quantitative and qualitative data are integrated
into either a coherent whole or two separate sets (i.e., qualitative
and quantitative) of coherent wholes.
The legitimation step involves assessing the trustworthiness of
both the qualitative and quantitative data and subsequent interpretations. Frameworks such as the Quantitative Legitimation
Model (Onwuegbuzie, 2003; which contains 50 sources of invalidity for the quantitative component of the mixed methods research at the data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation
stages of the study) and the Qualitative Legitimation Model
(Onwuegbuzie, 2000; Onwuegbuzie, Jiao, & Bostick, 2004;
which contains 29 elements of legitimation for the qualitative
component of the mixed methods research at the data collection,
data analysis, and data interpretation stages of the study) can be
used to assess the legitimacy of the qualitative and quantitative
phases of the study, respectively. We have begun working on a
validity or legitimation typology speciﬁcally for mixed research
in Onwuegbuzie and Johnson (2004). It is important to note
that the legitimation process might include additional data collection, data analysis, and/or data interpretation until as many
rival explanations as possible have been reduced or eliminated.
The Future of Mixed Methods
Research in Education
Mixed research actually has a long history in research practice because practicing researchers frequently ignore what is written by
methodologists when they feel a mixed approach will best help
them to answer their research questions. It is time that methodologists catch up with practicing researchers! It is now time that
all researchers and research methodologists formally recognize the
third research paradigm and begin systematically writing about it
and using it. In general we recommend contingency theory for
research approach selection, which accepts that quantitative,
qualitative, and mixed research are all superior under different cir-
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Note. Circles represent steps (1–8) in the mixed research process; rectangles represent steps in the mixed data analysis process; diamonds represent components.

FIGURE 3. Mixed research process model.

cumstances and it is the researcher’s task to examine the speciﬁc
contingencies and make the decision about which research approach, or which combination of approaches, should be used in
a speciﬁc study. In this article we have outlined the philosophy of
pragmatism, we have described mixed research and provided speciﬁc mixed-model and mixed-method designs, and we have discussed the fundamental principle of mixed research and provided
tables of quantitative and qualitative research strengths and weaknesses to help apply the principle. Also, we have provided a mixed
methods process model to help readers visualize the process. We
hope we have made the case that mixed methods research is here
to stay and that it should be widely recognized in education, as

well as in our sister disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences, as the third major research paradigm.
As noted by Sechrest and Sidana (1995), growth in the mixed
methods (i.e., pragmatist) movement has the potential to reduce
some of the problems associated with singular methods. By utilizing quantitative and qualitative techniques within the same
framework, mixed methods research can incorporate the
strengths of both methodologies. Most importantly, investigators who conduct mixed methods research are more likely to select methods and approaches with respect to their underlying
research questions, rather than with regard to some preconceived
biases about which research paradigm should have hegemony in
OCTOBER 2004
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social science research. By narrowing the divide between quantitative and qualitative researchers, mixed methods research has a
great potential to promote a shared responsibility in the quest for
attaining accountability for educational quality. The time has
come for mixed methods research.
NOTES
1
Thomas Kuhn (1962) popularized the idea of a paradigm. Later,
when he was asked to explain more precisely what he meant by the term,
he pointed out that it was a general concept and that it included a group
of researchers having a common education and an agreement on “exemplars” of high quality research or thinking (Kuhn, 1977). In this article,
by research paradigm we mean a set of beliefs, values, and assumptions
that a community of researchers has in common regarding the nature
and conduct of research. The beliefs include, but are not limited to, ontological beliefs, epistemological beliefs, axiological beliefs, aesthetic beliefs, and methodological beliefs. In short, as we use the term, a research
paradigm refers to a research culture. We will be arguing that there is
now a trilogy of major research paradigms: qualitative research, quantitative research, and mixed methods research.
2
Campbell modiﬁed his view of qualitative research over time. For
example, based on criticisms by qualitative and case study researchers
of his term “one-shot case study” (which, unfortunately, is still used in
several educational research books), Campbell changed this design
name to the one-group posttest-only design; he made this change as
part of his endorsement of case study research as an important research
approach (e.g., see Campbell’s introduction to Yin’s case study research
book: Yin, 1984).
3 We do not mean to imply that there is anything inherently wrong
with taking an extreme intellectual position. Most of the great thinkers
in the history of philosophy and science (including social and behavioral
science) were “extreme” for their times. Also, both qualitative and quantitative philosophies continue to be highly useful (i.e., both have many
advantages when used in their pure forms).
4 Positivism is a poor choice for labeling quantitative researchers today
because positivism has long been replaced by newer philosophies of science (Yu, 2003). The term is more of a straw man (easily knocked down)
for attack than standing for any actual practicing researchers. A term
that better represents today’s practicing quantitative researchers is postpositivism (Phillips & Burbules, 2000).
5 Both of the authors of the current article prefer the label mixed research or integrative research rather than mixed methods research. The alternative labels are broader, more inclusive, and more clearly paradigmatic.
We chose to use the term mixed methods in this article because of its current popularity.
6 Here is a practical deﬁnition of science from an educational research
textbook (Johnson & Christensen, 2004) that should be inclusive of
quantitative and qualitative research: “. . . the root of the word science
is the Latin scientia, which simply means ‘knowledge.’ We deﬁne science
in this book in a way that is inclusive of the different approaches to educational research. We deﬁne science as an approach for the generation of
knowledge that places high regard for empirical data and follows certain
norms and practices that develop over time because of their usefulness.
. . . The ultimate objective of most social, behavioral, and educational
research is improvement of the world or social betterment.”
7
This is a very interesting empirical question that deserves more attention in the literature.
8 Note that Shadish, Cook, and Campbell (2002) have attempted to
move quantitative research away from this traditional “menu” approach.
In this latest edition of Campbell and Stanley (1963), there is increased
focus on understanding how to construct or create a research design that
ﬁts a particular situation.

24

9 For additional mixed-method designs, see Creswell, Plano, Clark,
Guttmann, and Hanson, 2003; Maxwell and Loomis, 2003.
10
Here is the etiology of Figure 1: As far as we know, Patton (1990)
ﬁrst listed 6 of the mixed model designs (Designs 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8).
Then Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) built on this by adding two designs (Designs 4 and 7) that were left out by Patton and they changed
some labels to better ﬁt their thinking (e.g., they introduced the term
mixed model). Finally, in its present form, we ﬁrst used (in an AERA
conference paper) the full set of eight designs identiﬁed by Tashakkori
and Teddlie (1998) while changing some labels to better ﬁt our conceptualization. The term monomethods probably originated in Campbell
and Fiske (1959).
11
In developing Figure 2, we were probably most influenced by
Morgan (1998), Morse (1991), and Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998). Several of the designs shown in the ﬁgure were introduced by Morse (1991).
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Mixed-method
evaluation: a way of
democratically
engaging with
difference1

mixed-method
At this dawning of the new millennium, evaluation is widely practised in such important
societal domains as economic development, education, environmental management, family
welfare, and community well-being. But evaluation rarely fulfils its own potential to be a
powerful contributor to the health and vitality of these and other critical domains of social
life.
This, I argue, is because evaluation is commonly viewed as an activity practised at a
distance - apart from the contentious fray of political decision-making about resources and
priorities, in a space somehow shielded from special interests and advocacies, like a little
air bubble safe from contamination by bias and disease alike (Mark, Henry & Julnes
2000).
Yet, as a long line of argument has demonstrated, values, ethics, and politics are
intertwined with, rather than separable from, epistemology and knowledge generation
(Schwandt 2002). Evaluative results cannot be generated from, nor represent a neutral
position within, the politics of the contexts in which we work. So, like it or not, the
practice of evaluation itself either sanctions and reinforces, or alternatively challenges and
disrupts, key dimensions of these contexts, notably:
■ who has the right to be heard about what

Jennifer C Greene

■ what counts as legitimate knowledge
■ how decisions are made – who participates, what happens publicly and what happens
behind the scenes
■ what factors or criteria are valued in making decisions, and who gets to determine these
■ the ways that people relate in a given context – with trust or suspicion, respect or
disregard, reciprocity or selfishness, caring or neglect.
Given the understanding that evaluation and its context are mutually constitutive –
notably with respect to values, norms, knowledge legitimisation, and relationships of
power and influence – the question becomes: what kinds of values, norms, knowledge
claims and power relationships do we as evaluators wish to influence? What ends do we
wish our evaluative practice to advance? Whose interests do we wish to serve?
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These questions point to the intersection of
evaluation with democratic theory, for the ideals
of democracy provide the most inspiring and
inarguably the most defensible normative agenda
for evaluation. Ideas about democracy have
surfaced in multiple evaluation discourses in
recent years, anchored in the historic work on
democratic evaluation by Barry MacDonald and
colleagues at CARE, including Saville Kushner –
work that has also been advanced by a number
of activist-scholars here in Australia, including
Robin McTaggart, Stephen Kemmis, Yoland
Wadsworth and Marie Brennan. In the US, Ernie
House’s work on deliberative democratic
evaluation champions the democratic ideal of
social justice via the principles of inclusiveness
and rational deliberation.
Like these theorists, I wish to forge an
evaluation practice that serves broad democratic
ideals of participation, justice and equity by
meaningfully engaging with people in their lived
daily experiences. In my evaluative work, I am
especially concerned with ensuring that the
interests of all legitimate stakeholders are
included, particularly those who are traditionally
left out of the conversation. I am a supporter of
rational deliberation, but a sceptic about the
possibility or even desirability of consensus.
Rather, I strive to find ways for diverse
stakeholders to talk and engage in dialogue with
one another toward greater mutual
understanding, respect, tolerance, and
acceptance.
I am not sure that evaluation, even with fullyfledged, formalised deliberative forums (see
McNeil 2002) can ever settle important public
debates. I am, however, committed to a vision of
evaluation as one important site for engaging
with the differences that are important in these
debates – differences of perspective, experience,
values and political ideology, and differences of
privilege, power, prestige and possibility. I believe
there is no more important political challenge in
today’s western democracies than finding ways
to genuinely understand and respect the
differences that currently besiege our everyday
lives.

Mixed methods, diverse
perspectives
One approach to democratically engaged evaluation
is to adopt a mixed-method way of thinking.
Mixing methods in evaluation connects to
democratic evaluation through their shared valuing
of diverse perspectives and multiple ways of
knowing. Good mixed-method evaluation actively
invites diverse ways of thinking and valuing to work
in concert toward better understanding. In good
mixed-method evaluation, difference is thus
constitutive and generative (from Greene, Benjamin
& Goodyear 2001).
Let me sketch three interrelated dimensions of
evaluation practice and discuss how a mixedmethod enactment of each invites democratic
engagement with diversity:
■ how we practise our craft or how we use our
methodologies

■ how we think about or theorise the phenomena
we are studying
■ how we position ourselves in our work.
My final point will address the issue of how we
position our work in society.
Mixed-methods in practice
Today, evaluators of all stripes routinely use a
variety of methods in the broad service of better
understanding. Available evidence suggests we do so
pragmatically, in response to the character of our
evaluation charge and the demands of our context,
rather than for philosophical reasons or on
explicitly ideological grounds (see Greene &
Caracelli 2002).
Even so, I contend that mixed-method
evaluation practice inherently engages the challenges
of human diversity and does so with profound
respect for human difference – and thereby invites
democratisation into the evaluation enterprise. Let
me support this contention with a brief
(hypothetical) example.
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A community development evaluation
A community development organisation is partnering a local city government to sponsor a series of
sports leagues for young teenagers in the area. The idea is to provide an attractive and healthy
alternative for teenagers’ time, and to lessen the allure of gang membership and other anti-social
activities. Coaches and officials for these teen sports teams are being specially recruited from groups
often victimised by teenage mischief and crime – ethnic shop owners, elders/retirees, residents of
poor neighbourhoods.
A local foundation is supporting this initiative by funding an evaluation of it. The foundation is
particularly interested in the meaningfulness of this program experience for its various participants –
youth and adults alike. A perfect opportunity for a qualitative case study evaluation!
But the savvy and creative evaluation team, realising the limits of any single methodology, opts to try
to locate their case studies in a broader context of city demography. They seek to assess program
meaningfulness not only on a case-by-case level, but also in terms of neighbourhood or community
characteristics. They plan to do so by using census data, survey data (if available), or perhaps even
spatially via GIS. So the evaluation will include selected qualitative case stories, but placed in the
context of more standardised or spatialised descriptions of the character of city neighbourhoods.
We could reasonably assume that the evaluators fashioned this mixed-method design primarily for
practical reasons – to enable a better, more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon of
program participation. Even so, this mix of methods offers opportunities to engage more meaningfully
with issues of diversity than a single-method study.
In addition to the developmental and identity characteristics likely to be invoked in the individual case
studies, different dimensions of diversity may well be engaged with this design – neighbourhood
characteristics such as ethnic/racial homogeneity, transience, sense of community, historical
continuities, belongingness, even intensity of social capital.
Moreover, all dimensions of diversity generated in this mixed-method evaluation are viewed as
potentially important and are valued as relevant to the people who named them, for this is the mixedmethod way of thinking. A wider variety of methods is likely to engage a more diverse set of
differences. And democratic values of equity and justice are potentially served.

Mixing theories, concepts and ways of thinking and knowing
Much of my own mixed-method work has advanced the value of mixing methods
intentionally and explicitly at the level of knowledge paradigms, or how we think about
the phenomena we are endeavouring to understand. That is, I believe we can do better
work if we mix our methods with thoughtful attention to different ways of knowing, not
just for practical reasons.
My arguments here are (1) epistemological – that we can know something better if we
bring multiple ways of knowing to bear on it – and (2) political – that all ways of knowing
are partial, and hence multiple, diverse ways of knowing are to be valued and respected.
Let me illustrate this admittedly abstract argument with a fanciful example that uses
competing contemporary ideas about social reality and what we can know of it.
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Example using competing contemporary ideas about social reality

The anthropologists from Mars and Venus
Two anthropologists, one from Mars and one from Venus, independently came to Earth to evaluate various cultural
practices.
The one from Mars had prepared for his trip by studying the Scientific Realists – notably Ray Pawson and Nick Tilley from
England (1997) and my American colleagues, Mel Mark, Gary Henry, and George Julnes (2001). These theorists maintain
that social reality does indeed exist independent of our thinking about it, but is much more layered and contextual than
previously understood. Causes of human and social phenomena are neither simple nor easily discovered. Rather, such
phenomena are assumed to be multiply determined by complex interactions of causal factors that vary across context,
space and time and that may well be deeply, almost impenetrably layered. Even so, our job as scientists remains one of
figuring out, as best we can, these causal, contextual complexities that are social reality.
The anthropologist from Venus had prepared for her fieldwork by studying the Social Constructionists, including Bob
Stake’s responsive evaluation and the ideas of Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln (1989). In contrast to realists, these
theorists maintain that much of what is important in social reality – namely, meanings and motivations for action – is
socially constructed. The demographic markers of race, gender and class, for example, do not exist out in the world;
rather, they are cultural constructions – albeit with real-world power and consequences (because we act as if race exists).
For social constructionists, what is important to know, therefore, are the various meanings that people construct about
their experiences and the processes by which these meanings are developed.
Now, it turns out that both of our alien anthropologists ended up studying at the same time a particularly unusual cultural
activity, practised by some natives of the State of New South Wales on the continent of Australia. The natives called it
‘cricket’ – for like all anthropologists in the known universe, our two worked hard to use and understand indigenous
languages in their work. Here are excerpts from each anthropologist’s field notes.

The Martian anthropologist

The Venusian anthropologist

Descriptive observational notes

Excerpts from an interview with a cricket batsman
That was an amazing over, wasn’t it? Eighteen runs – my
best ever! And that ball on the full over the boundary!
Wasn’t that great! Especially coming off that marvellous
googly. And then there was that glance right through the
legs of the square leg! I almost fell over laughing at that
one! No throwing my wicket away this time! Here’s
hoping I can do as well again before stumps.

The striker stood with his bat held down in front of his wicket.
He tapped the bat on the pitch three times. The non-striker
stood behind the other return crease. The bowler took a run-up
from behind the non-striker’s wicket. He passed to one side of
the wicket, and when he reached the non-striker’s popping
crease he bowled the ball towards the striker, bouncing the ball
once on the pitch. The striker hit the ball with his bat. It went 40
metres to the off side. The striker and the non-striker ran to
each other’s popping creases twice. Meanwhile a fieldsman ran
and picked up the hit ball and threw it back to the pitch. The
batsmen ceased to run. This sequence was repeated as the
bowler delivered the ball again to the striker. The striker hit the
ball, about 15 metres to the leg side. The batsmen did not run.
Interpretative thoughts
This is indeed a complex reality. It remains unclear just what
causes what in cricket. Clearly, the ball has to be bowled before
it is hit, and it has to be hit before it is fielded, but what causes
the batsmen to run? Perhaps it’s the angle at which the ball is
hit or the distance or the speed. More logically, it is some
complex interaction of these and other factors, like the weather
or the hats that are worn by some of the players. Underlying
mediating causal mechanisms may well include acquired skills
and confidence in running. I shall have to observe more closely.

26

Interpretative thoughts
Huh?
Clearly this interviewee is enthusiastic about something
related to cricket. It is not exactly clear what he is
enthusiastic about. I believe it has something to do with
his constructed meanings of boundaries and glances.
These seemed especially meaningful to him. But, his
laughter – notably about the legs of the square leg –
may also signal other dimensions of significant
idiosyncratic constructions and understandings. I shall
have to listen more carefully.
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The point is that these two anthropologists can
readily complement and enhance each other’s work,
and thereby the resultant depth of understanding
reached. If Drs Venus and Mars could accept and
appreciate each other’s way of conceptualising and
making sense of human activities, they would jointly
do much better than each alone. Mars may advance
his causal understanding of running in cricket by
asking the runners themselves – who are likely to
embed important contextualities in their causal
explanations. And Venus may more successfully
interpret her interviewees’ enthusiasms with a more
standardised and representative portrayal of the
game. And in the process of sharing and engaging in
dialogue, one with the other, democratising respect
for diverse ways of knowing could be enacted, along
with the concomitant values of equity and
reciprocity – not to mention interplanetary
harmony.
Being a mixed-method evaluator
Mixed-method evaluations can take many forms,
and many different kinds of evaluators can ply a
mixed-method trade. But there are likely to be
certain practices, certain ways of being an evaluator,
that underlie good mixed-method practice. Figuring
out what just these practices are is an important
task for future thought and study. To inaugurate this
line of work, I have one fine candidate to bring
forward this morning – and that is the practice of
listening, of listening well.
I was struck once again by the connections
between the idea of listening well and conducting
good mixed-method evaluative work when I read a
journal article recently featuring some of the ideas
of Hannah Arendt (Coulter & Wiens 2002). Arendt
was an important 20th century Jewish philosopher,
who fled Germany in 1933 and went first to France
and then to the US. Her post-war work can be
viewed as an effort to understand how and why the
Holocaust could have happened. In particular, she
pursued links between thinking, judging, and acting
– trying to understand how really smart people,
really good thinkers (such as her colleague and lover
Heidegger) could be such bad judges and do such
awful things.
In this work, Arendt attended specifically to
interconnections between good judgement and wise
action, toward developing a portrait of the ‘good
judging actor’. I think evaluators could and should
aspire to be ‘good judging actors’. Arendt first
articulated her views of what constitutes good
judgement:
One judges as a member of a community … Good
judgment … is not a matter of objective
knowledge or of subjective opinion, but a result of
intersubjectivity; becoming a good judge depends
largely on one’s capacity to consider other
viewpoints of the same experience, to look upon
the same world from another’s standpoint, to see
the same in very different and frequently opposing
aspects. (Arendt 1968, p. 51, cited in Coulter &
Wiens 2002, p. 17)
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For Arendt, a respect for plurality is thus a
necessary attribute of a good judging actor. Arendt
rejects both pluralism-without-judgement,
(unfettered diversity), and judgement-withoutpluralism, (judgements made outside the web of
human diversity) (Biesta 2001). Equally important
for Arendt is a respect for the uniqueness and
agency of diverse others. So, to develop an
appreciation for and understanding of the
viewpoints of others, to develop good judgement,
Arendt advocates ‘visiting’, which involves carefully
listening to the perspectives of others because:
… the more people’s standpoints I have present in
my mind while I am pondering a given issue… the
better I can [judge] (Arendt 1968, p. 241).

[So] actors must go into a plural public world
and engage with others … Arendt’s is not an
abstract public sphere, but a world of diverse and
unique individuals, all capable of agency …
Respecting diverse standpoints requires dialogue
with other people, listening to their stories, and
relating to their uniqueness without collapsing these
divergent views into a generalised amalgam (Coulter
& Wiens 2002, p. 18) without essentialising them,
and without losing your own unique standpoint:
Visiting is therefore not to see through the eyes of
someone else, but to see with your own eyes from
a position that is not your own … in a story very
different from [your] own. (Biesta 2001, p. 398).

What a wonderful vision for the practice of
mixed-method inquiry – going out into the public
world, visiting diverse others, listening well to each
of them – and thereby being enabled to make good
judgements in the service of doing wise actions.

Evaluation as a public craft
Making good judgements in the service of doing
wise actions, in the service of contributing to wise
practice – that is, to social, educational,
environmental and development programs that are
strong and successful; that enable participants to
have healthier, more productive, more meaningful
lives; that help forge networks of compassion and
trust; that help build caring and vital communities –
doesn’t this sound like a worthy vision for
evaluation? Obviously, I think it does and I believe
that the points I have made so far are consonant
with this vision.
In lofty terms, I am talking about positioning
evaluation as a public craft and evaluators as
stewards of the public good. A public craft,
according to Harry Boyte of the Centre for
Democracy and Citizenship, is:
… work that is undertaken for public purposes
and in public ways … [it is work that] adds public
judgment or wisdom to knowledge … [work that
invokes the technical canons of science and is]
attentive to the local setting … and to the civic
implications of practices. (2000, p. 1).
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Boyte makes the same argument as I
have regarding the importance of
conducting professions, like evaluation,
in democratising ways and regarding
the value of a mixed-method way of
thinking for this purpose:
[Traditional scientific] models of
knowledge … emphasise the
detached, rational, analytic observer
as the highest judge of truth and the
most effective problem solver. This
approach is in conflict with
communal common sense, folk
traditions and appreciation for craft
knowledge mediated through
everyday life experience … This is not
necessarily to say that science is
‘wrong,’ and folkways are ‘right’ (for
instance, in medicine, it is good to
have a highly trained specialist to fix
a broken limb). But it is to propose
that there are different sorts of
valuable knowledge in public life. A
singular celebration of the
scientifically educated expert as the
actor or initiator in public affairs
marginalises the amateur, while it
produces mainly information and
knowledge – neither wisdom nor
public judgment. We need a very
different and far more civic craft
model of professional practice if we
are to see any widespread democratic
renewal in our time. (2000, p. 3)

So, the point is not to get rid of
science, but rather to forge a
partnership between science and
citizenship, to think of evaluators as
public citizens, as good judging actors,
and evaluation as the advancement of
wise action.
In more concrete and practical
terms, let me share one last vignette,
this one based on recent experience, an
experience integrally wrapped up in the
tangles of the New Public Management.
The actual workshop was much less
dialogic and much more focused on
outcomes and their measurement than
imagined in this vision. But the vision
remained as an inspiration, and the
actual workshop was successful in
assertively connecting outcomes and
performance measurements to the
substantial challenges and vital
importance of wise practice, of
engaging with diversity and thinking
multiplistically, of embracing difference,
of being a good judging actor.
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Evaluation in and for the community
Seated around the comfortable table were representatives from four local funders
and myself. The funders included city and county governments, as well as a local
chapter of the United Way (an umbrella non-profit organisation that raises local
funds and then redistributes them to community social service agencies). The
purpose of the meeting was to plan a workshop on outcomes and performance
measurement for staff in local agencies that receive grants from these funders.
The funders were hoping that the workshop would enable local agencies to begin
to move beyond their customary focus on outputs, or what activities they
conducted and how many people came, to the identification of key outcomes, or
what difference their services have made in the lives of participants. When I asked
the funders, ‘Why are you so interested in outcomes and performance measures?’
they replied, ‘because our funders are demanding this kind of information. We now
need to report on outcomes to our funders’.
Sigh. I believe this scenario has been repeated thousands of times in meeting
rooms all over the western world during this past decade. Many of you have
probably attended such meetings.
My challenge at this meeting and the subsequent workshop I conducted was not
to belittle or ignore these accountability pressures. While I am far from enamoured
with most performance measurement systems, I agree with many that good
information on the outcomes of public services is long overdue. And after all, in
embracing diversity and difference, one cannot be selective. No, instead my
challenge was to reconnect evaluation – in this context, in its incarnation as
performance measurement – with wise practice, to reposition evaluation as not
only a management tool but also a meaningful engagement with diversity and
difference, a time for visiting others and listening well, a democratising
advancement of the public good, a public craft conducted by good judging actors.
The workshop that I co-led aspired to the following vision. In this vision of a
performance measurement workshop, participants would discuss together the
following simple but profound questions:
■

What is the purpose of each of our various community, social, and educational
programs? Why are we doing them? What are we hoping to accomplish?
Here, we would create a vision of the kind of community we wished to live
in, and we would acknowledge that program work is extremely challenging
and complex.

■

How would each of us know (or how do we know) if we are reaching these
ambitions, if we are creating the kind of community we aspire to, if each of
our programs is a good one?
Here, we would talk about the importance of reflective critique on practice
and the valuable contributions that evaluative data can make to such
reflections and critique. We would also talk about how difficult this is to do well.

■

Let us each pick one important program outcome and talk about ways that we
could come closer to understanding how well it is being fulfilled by our
program and what program changes might enable better fulfilment and thus a
stronger, healthier community.

Here, we would talk about holding group interviews or local forums in which
community people could share their ideas about the meanings of positive youth
development, substance abuse rehabilitation, social capital networks,
environmental sustainability, and so forth – and we would talk about how such
diverse views could be incorporated into revisions to wise practice. We would also
talk about existing measures, social indicators, or even brief surveys that could
chart progress on important program and community outcomes. And we would
talk about how these various kinds of information could be reported to funders,
yes, but also and importantly, used to get closer to our collective community vision
of democratic health and vitality.
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And that, I believe, is what each of us as
evaluators can do to connect our public craft with
stewardship of the public good. May we all become
good listeners.
Note
1

This article is an edited version of Jennifer Greene’s
keynote address at the 2002 AES conference in
Wollongong.
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